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acramento hands down a 40 percent fee hike to CSU students and
is forced to educate
an 8.8 percent budget cut to the system. HSU
record numbers of students with fewer faculty and staff, which
HSU President Alistair VileCrone says creates an illusion of
aod BY EAE TET CXKCaey

linaneial

on FCT ee

aid is increased

in one area and

decreased

tn another, leaving

administrators unsure whether students will see a net gam or loss, and
over the
student leaders contemplate filing a Tlawsurt acammst the CSU

timing of the fee increase.

Nobody is sure what it all means. but CSU students can bank on two
thines: Increased costs and decreased services. See index, page 2
au @

Timber!

a harvest pian for property

adjacent to HSU and the Community Forest
draws fire from environmentalists.

>Jacks WIN: Football triumphs

®

despite sloppy play. Women’s
Volleyball spikes foe at home.
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percent budget cut and 40 percent student fee hike cause

roe among CSU student leaders. Page 8.
Page

with budget cutbacks from @ student-run
Operations
m Plant Coane wo cse te load mantoctrng Page 6.
adopts a
‘vs before the public comment period ends, A.S.
o aaton opposing a Timber Harvest Plan near campus. Page .
= The 63-day budget crises ends but the chore of sorting out the

results has just begun for local officials. Page 9.

m Stretching students’ dollars is the theme of Money Gruber, The
ck
. Page 13.
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™ Lyme disease often goes unnoticed and undiagnosed until

commen

rand Openin 4 Weekend

11-13

K=Jseptember

mss. Page 19.
are seriou
sympto

w An Ecuadorian experience is on tap for tonight and tomorrow night
20.
as two rain forest activists share scenes from their trip. Page

CURRENTS
l@ John Lukas, a graduate from HSU's music program, puts the
weirdness of life into his guitar playing. Page 23.
§§ Disposable art comes to the Plaza in the form of sidewalk chalk
drawings Saturday. Page 27.

Initiation Fee

$31 a month

SPORTS

FE Qrerobics all day (except master classes)
Sun.
Sat. & ,
, Weight room & swimming
5
. 12 & 13, noon-p.m.

s led by Janay Bainbridge, siam Seattle Pacific
U’spikers,
HSwomen

after conquering first-game jitters. Page 29.
s a football fumble-fest.
y despite
ck
Saturda
Asuzaja
@@ The Lumbaxer

Page 31.

OPINION
§ Natural resource senior Dan Close expresses his views on a Timber

Harvest Plan for an 83-acre parcel adjacent to campus. Page 37.

li Grand Opening Celebration
LIVE BANRat., Sept. 12

21 and over party with

8-12 p.m. Admission free for members and

1 Diversity, or rather the status quo, at HSU is revisited four months
after the Rodney King verdict. Page 36.
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@ With almost $150 million cut from the

CSU budget and fees increasing by 40

June/July, 1991 — State

June! — funding cuts to CSU force HSU
t]

percent, students continue to pay more
money for fewer services.

to cut nearly 10 percent from
its 1991/92
. HSU

1991 —
Barry
Munitz
takes over
for Ann

and about 140
positions
classes. Seven colleges are
consolidated into four, and
three master’s programs are
phased out.

July

Reynolds
as CSU
chancellor.

By Robert Britt
INCHERSSCCSCSCOCOC:SCOC#A
EDITOR

An 88 percent CSU budget
cut combined with a 40 percent
fee hike leaves HSU in theironic
position of Sera
records while its ability to educate students deteriorates.
HSU President Alistair
McCrone said
yesterday the
of
number
classes and stu-

Aug.

Munitz says

he'll lobby
harder and
more

inthe
in the StateState
Legislature

—

to increase
funding.

dents: “creates

the false impression that every-

thing is business as usual. It
isn’t.”
The state budget, signed by

Gov. Pete Wilson last week after

| sarey
‘Trustest ees ($372)
votesvotes annual
to proposestudent
&«40

ee increase to raise $116.9
million for the CSU.
The board directs $23.3 million
of the
fee increase be
sat
ior increased financial
aid. The remaining
$93.6 million
would go to
ory

Se

Jan.

Governer

Wilson

proposal
that would

rovide

-

Feb.

:

|March

April 23, 1992 — McCrone

announces a previous directive to

Resource Plannin

0
ac
plan for 1992/92.

June
.

Arcata, said the future of Cali-

Acaent
ees, said Vice Presidfor

“We have a governor who

will generate$103
Theincrease

See Budget, page 4

s on funding for
fornia d
education, from kindergarten
universities.

demic Affairs Manuel Esteban. _ wants to destroy all of them,”
Hauser said yesterday from his
CSU students pay fees, rather
it’s a
home in Arcata. “I
than tuition, and total fees
tragedy.”
climbed to $1,308 with the increase.

The line for
financial aid

July

@ Approximately $44 million is cut from

The Student Aid Commission, but federal
aid is still available for students.
By Liz Neely
CAMPUS EDITOR
CSU

Munitz also banks on the 40

percent fee hike. HSU restores
more than half of the 220

cancelled classes, adds 35 new

which cuts
funding
to

notices to about 40 faculty.

ones, and rescinds layoff

eo

Aug.

sil cua oh a
Aug. u

“|
ent.

Sept

17, ® 1992 orn— McCrone

ends half a block
away.

Cal grants cut by 15 percent

Aug. 13, 1992 — CSU
Chancellor Barry Munitz
releases $15.4 million to the
CSU, including
$1.177 million to
or a 6.5 percent
HSU, h
cut, instead of the
state bu
8 percent HSU had planned for.

the state

40-percent
student fee
hike is
approved.

ceive a bill for $186 — fall

semester’shalfoftheincrease—
a
about 10 days after HSU
directive from the CSU

MEG LAWS/ THE LUMBERJACK

May 15, 1992 — URPBC
recommends ipermortes and
cuts in HSU’s budget
on 8 percent reduction
expected from the state for
1992/93. Plans eogn ie lay off
faculty and cancel
classes.

May

18

Assemblyman Dan Hauser,D-

of which was released by CSU
Chancellor Barry Munitz Aug.
13 to reinstate classes and rehire
;
third of the fee
remaining
The
increase will be used for State
University Grants (SUGs). Wilson also signed a bill authoriz_inga fee-deferment program for
the CSU fee. At the same time,
however, Cal Grants will be reduced by 15 percent from 1991 /
‘92 levels.

the door, and

ae Bust Comin (UR
April

R
Se

dents will re-

Thecut, which willbebetween
$143 million and $148 million
depending on how certain lan’
guage in the bill is in
represents less than 2 percent of
thetotal statebudgetreductions.
The governor signed a —
rate bill that
increasesCSU
student fees
by 40 percent
per
($372)
Stuyear.

stairwell, goes out

the on

ps diy k,
y e “oe

_ other third is designated for the
_ Academic Recovery Fund, half

buliding, winds

request.

69-d .

according toapressreleasefrom

theCSU Office ofGovernmental
aaa sj.

down the

Trustees

t.2
1992 —
Att ng

a63-daydeadlock,givestheCSU
$1.497 billion,aboutmidwaybetween the Joint Legislative BudgetCommitteefundingleveland
ing plan,
the governor's s

million to $116 million, d
ing on systemwide enrollment
figures, officials said.
About one-third of the fee increase will go to mandated programs, including funding for
jects already in process. An-

disbursements on

1.646
billion to the
CSU, $138

ofofBoardthethe CSU
of *

3

the first day of
school starts on
the second floor
of the Student
Business Services

unveils a

budget
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Budget problems persist

State budget chronicles
The Conkerrie Cole Sates Se
Here is a chronology of the state

7

ros

says

won
rom Munitz, he tears
of
claims
our
rt
“s
to
be able
quality
acad
distinctive
ag
much

BY ROBERT BRITT
RESEARCH
SCOTT FLODIN / THE LUMBERJACK

students’

worst night-

mare became reality last week
when the state budget was finally signed and fees were increased 40 percent.
The $372 fee increase was introduced by Gov. Pete Wilson in
January to help ease the $137.9
million deficit in the CSU budt. It was
approved by the CSU
rd of Trustees the same
month.
Wilson last week also signed
a bill authorizing a feeprogram for the CSU
deferrment
supported
legislation,
fee. The
by the CSU and the California

State Student Association
(CSSA), offers students a payment plan to offset the impact
of the fee increase. CSU trustees
must approve the measure.
Approximately $103 to $116
million in revenue will be generated from the increase, accord ing to CSU and HSU administrators.

CSU Chancellor
Barry Munitz
set aside the $30 million Academic Recovery Fund in August, before thestate budget was
signed and contingent on a 40
to reinstate
percent feeincrease,
classes and rehire teachers for
both semesters. Munitz funneled $15 millionof this through
the system for the fall semester

with $1.177 million going to

HSU.
The trustees will direct about

$36 million to increase financial

aid and State University Grants
(SUG’s), which by law go up 40
rcent to cover all but about

$200 of tuition fees for eligible
students. The remaining onethird will be channeled through
the system.
Cal Grants awarded in the
1992/’93 academic year were

cut by 15.3 percent, due to a $44
million reduction in Student Aid
Commision funds. Jack Altman,

assistant director of financial
aid, said the cuts have created
an uneven disbursement of
funds, requiring students
to find
additional money in the spring
to pay fees that won't be covered by aid.

See Grants, page 4
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Budget; confusion continues
¢Continued from page 3

(Full-Time Equivalents). The
numbers are still changing as
students add and drop classes,
but Esteban said he expects
records to be set for both categories.
While exact funding. for the
spring is not set, The Academic
Recovery Fund should provide
between $800,000 and $1.177
million to help maintain rein-

Hauser,
who voted against the
fee increase, said b
cuts
could have been made to the
Department of Corrections,
sparing education.
The
alsocondemned the
net result of the batch of bills.
“The students at the CSU system have been lied to and now
we will be forced to suffer the stated classes, Esteban said.
consequences in the form of
CSU administrators are less
higher fees, fewer classes and optimistic about the immediate
less financial aid,” said CSSA
future.
Chair Nicole Launder in a press
“There won't be any addirelease.
tional are or class cuts this
Jason Kirkpatrick, HSU’s stu- fall,” said Colleen Bentley-Adler,
dent representative to CSSA, spokeswoman for CSU
celsaid the group meets this week- lor Barry Munitz. “But there is
end and will discuss the possi- potential for some real problems
bility of filing a lawsuit against in the spring.”
theCSU to block the feeincrease.
Bentley-Adler, in a telephone
Language in the Donahoe
interview from Long Beach, said
Higher Education Act states: full damage assessment won’t
“,...all mandatory systemwide

student fees at the California
State University...shall be fixed
at least 10 months prior to the

fall term int which they become
effective.”

HSU administrators are still
assessing the effects of the spree
of Legislative action, but it’s unclear if the budget
will sustain
recently restored
classes and rehired faculty into the spring semester.

McCrone said yesterday that
the planning done last spring is
in place, and the combination of

the budget cut and fee increase
is “kind of a wash.” It’s too early

to know how many students

might be forced out of HSU for
financial reasons, but he said

enrollment is up and students
seem to be taking more units
than in the past.
Esteban said this semester's
enrollment at HSU is at record
levels. As of Friday, there were
7897 students, and 7,254 FTEs

occur until final enrollment fig- |

uresare in forall CSU campuses,

Steve MacCarthy said the 8.8

percent is not much worse than
the 8 percent universities had
planned for.
“They (universities) are going

to have to make some further
adjustments in the spring,”
MacCarthy said. “The hope is
that there won’t beany tenureor
tenure-track layoffs.”
This statement contrasted
sharply with Munitz’ forecast
Aug. 13 of a “chaotic” spring if
the cut was higher than 6.5 percent. MacCarthy said the confusion was generated because
Munitz meant the chaos would

occur only if the fee increase did
not pass.
The real danger, administrators warn, lies with the decaying
physical portion of the university, increased student/teacher

TA) MARAL
ALL YOU
DINNERS

at HSU, including

SACRAMENTO (AP) — The $2.2 billion in cuts to
California's public education system will be felt by students
from kindergarten to the University of California.

these problems
have takena back
seat to providing classes.
“How long can you go on and
call yourself a university when
‘ou’re not adding books to your
ibrary?” McCrone said.
He said there’s no guarantee
that next year won't bring even

will pay 24 percent more in fees. Community college fees will

fewer faculty
and staff, and all of

worse budget cuts to HSU.

“God help us if it’s more,”
McCrone said.

The UC budget was reduced by $246 million, and students

jump from $6 a unit per

semester to $10 on Jan. 1,
and a $120 fee limit will
college
Community
spokesman Kim Huggett

said a student with a 15unit per semester load of classes would end up paying about
$300 annually. Starting in the

spring, community college

students who already have a bachelor’s degree will pay $50

per unit.

Huggett said thousands of students won’t

:

be able to afford

to attend community colleges, which are already trimming

Grants
¢ Continued from page 3
HSU
President
Alistair
McCrone and Vice President for
Academic
Affairs Manuel
Esteban said the increase in
SUG’s and the decrease in Cal
Grants should balance each other
out.

“In theory it should cover the

students that are already on financial aid,” Esteban said.
But Esteban had doubts about

the theory because more students are eligible
for financial
aid due to the fee increase, he
said, which a
spread the
same amount of money among
more students.

Federal aid is the largest por-

tion of financial aid awarded,
Altman said. For 1991-92 Cal

Grants A and B make up about
$800,000 of aid awarded while
Pell Grants, SUG’s and Guaran-

‘teed Student Loans were just

classes and putting students on long waiting lists.
“The dream of higher education for all of our students has
died in this budget,” said California Federation of Teachers
spokeswoman Judy Michaels. “It’s a terrible budget for education.”

The budget calls for a 2 percent cut in funding from 1991 /
‘92 to community colleges and kindergarten through 12th
grades. Education officials said California will sink to about
40th in the nation on per-student spending in kindergarten
through 12th grades.
“We're dropping like a shot (in per-pupil spending) comred with the restof the country,” said state education chief
ill Honig. “I think it’s a blueprint for disaster for the state.”
The funding legislation allots $1 billion in loans to community colleges and kindergarten through 12th grades, but the
loans must be repaid over two years, reducing future spending.

Honig said the provision essentially mortgages the future
of schools.
Honig also charged Wilson with being “deceitful” in making a line-item veto of $520 million geared for public schools.
A spokeswoman for Wilson said the money was only temporarily set aside due to technical issues.
Lawmakers were recalled Saturday and will meet today

in

an attempt to resolve the issue. Wilson supports the additional session, but called it unnecessary, saying Honig acted
irresponsibly and caused “panic” and “fear.”
This article was compiled by The Lumberjack from various AP

reports.

under $14 million.

Environmental Center

BUFFET LUNCH $5.95
Friday

hidden decay

rotting windows and boilers on
their last leg. The university is
servicing record enrollment with

The Northcoast

Cuisine

Monday ~

ratios,and predictionsof a worse
state fiscal crisis next year.
McCrone said there is a lot of

seven of which hadn’t opened as

of Friday.
Yesterday, Munitz spokesman

Public education’s (

11:30 - 2

EAT!

° 10 a.m. - 5 p.m., Monday - Saturday «

—
The Center's services include:
ECONEWS, our monthly newsletter; a library with
8,000 volumes; extensive files on just about every
environmental topic; and information, consulting

and referral services.
V3 922.0

Help support our efforts by visiting our retail shop
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where we sell Eco-friendly cards, t-shirts and gifts.
Volunteer help is always welcome and a few workstudy positions are still available.
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Opening Band Small Fish!
Tuesday, September 22, 1992
Eureka Municipal Auditorium

Get Tickets At

THE WORKS, Eureka/Arcata
The NEC, Arcata

$12 In Advance
$15 At The Door

NEC, 879 9th Street, Arcata, CA 95521 (707) 822-6918

When you choose Coast

Central

Credit Union you

don't have to hassle with lots
of paperwork. That's because
our
services — like
ATMs and Tellerphone — let

you mana
your ge
money by =
pushing buttons.
It's easy. Just open one of —_
our free
checking accounts.
Then you can withdraw cash
or transfer funds at any of our
convenient ATM locations,
including the Arcata Co-op or
any local

Safeway store. Or

you can use any ATM with

the Star® or Plus® symbols.

Furthermore, our free
_Tellerphone system lets you
learn about account balances,

. cleared checks, payoff dates

and much more, 24 hours a
soy, every ay. Oe ear —
justby calling from a
s
tone
.
not find out how to
ditch the paperwork? Call or
drop os of our branches
today. You'll get an "A" in
convenience.

445-8801

1551 Giuntoli Lane, Valley West
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New cycling club
educates riders
By Jilayne Jordan

TUMBERUACK STAFF

Anew club dedicated to the promotion of alternative transportation will open to students tomorrow.
The Cycle Learning Centre was conceived last Spring as a
way for students who are either bicycle or wheelchair enthusiasts to get together and be taught by other students how to
fix and maintain their cycles. The CLC will also promote the
general usage of human-powered machines over automobiles
in a cooperative-type setting.

ROBERT SCHEER/THE LUMBERJACK

KimTo, a special major senior and director of The Campus Recycling Project (left) and San
Francisco resident Reo Nishimura

take the Ecocycle for a collection run.

Campus program recognized for service
m HSU is selected by the Integrated
Waste Management Board to plan a
Model Waste Reduction Program.
By Emily Creely
Recycling
bins on campus are
fillingup faster
than they can be
emptied
“People
just don’t seem to be
cutting back on their trash,” said
Eleanor Armstrong, an administrative assistant at the Campus Recycling Program (CRP).
Collection during the first two
weeks of the semester usually
totals about 8,000 pounds.

Students started the recycling

program in 1988. Volunteers
collectaluminum cansand glass
on campus and take them to the
Arcata Pens eh

Recycling

Center. Various off-campus locations also serve as CRP collection points, including the Co-

Op, the Tofu Shop and several
apartment buildin;
The CRP provides recycling
services for events such as the
Northcoast County Fair and
HempFest West.
An important aspect of the
eee Ecocycle. The 20t-long, two-man backbone of
CRP’s on-campus collections
shows CRP’s efforts to find new
and efficient ways of performing old tasks.
CRP is currently working to
produce a trailer for collections
that could attach to any bike,
with hopes of achieving 100%
people-powered collections on
campus.
“We are as open as people's
ideas,” Armstrong said.
The strength of HSU’s recy-

Humboldt Crew
Recruiting

cling program comes from volunteers and
le with innovative ideas. For example,
a student came to CRP with an idea
for recycling papers from the
dorms. Now, the CRP acts as
liaison between the Arcata Community
Center
and the
dorms to recycle the
;
In recognition of
*s leadership in recycling, the Interated Waste Management
selected HSU to
and
implement a Model
Waste Reduction Program. The program
will serve as a mo
del for reducing waste in offices on campus.
Nelson Hall East was chosen
to serve as the model and staff
members will be trained
on how
to reduce, reuse and recycle
items in their offices, said Mark
Kennedy, waste reduction coordinator.

See Recycling, page 6

“We're here to
peru out of their fixation with cars and
into a saner,
healthier, cleaner, quieter and more ecological
form of trans
tion,” said Matthew Barmann,
a CLC member and environmental biology senior.
The CLC is the brainchild of CCAT Outreach Coordinator
Gordon Leppig, a botany senior. To help get the club off the
ground, Associated Students donated $2,000 to CLC which
was used to purchase the tools and equipment needed to
initiate the cycle repair
portion of the club.
The campus Public
Safety Committee gave the club a $3,600
grant, plus another $3,600 if the CLC could match the original
grant.On top of that came a $3,600 loan. Only half of the loan
will have to be paid back over the next few years, said Rees
Hughes, CLC advisor and director of student activities at
HSU.
The grant money and loan will
be spent in designing and
building the CLC’s headquarters ond Vipele eal

safety and benefits.

The first general informational meeting for students interested in joining the Cycle Learning Centre will be held 5:30
10 at the Founders Hall Courtyard, or if raining
a on
in FH 166.

TKE

120 OFFICES WORLDWIDE
BERKELEY
82 Shattuck Square, #4
(510) 841-1037
SAN FRANCISCO
166 Geary St., #702

(415) 391-8407

GO GREEK WITH TEKE

EST

ak wees

Industrial Technology Institute will
- The student-run
elp design the building and will place a bid to construct it,
g said.
ge
Socal is $4 and allows students to bring their bike or
and be shown by a
to the repair headquarters
wheelchair
student monitor how to do repairs, Leppig said. The repairs
will not be done for them.
“We're nota bike repair shop, per se,” Leppig said. “Weare
here to teach you how to become a self-reliant cyclist.”
“You will be learning from your peers, not a professor, with
no ‘teaching down to’ involved at all,” Barmann said.
The CLC is planning weekend seminars on cycle repair,

1899

ROUND TRIP FROM SFO

LONDON
TAIPE|
BANGKOK

915
975
9635

SINGAPORE

$635

AUSTRALIA

765

NEW ZEALANDS765
Some Restrictions Apply

When:
Thurs Sept. 10th

7:30 pm. & 9 pm.

Where:
Science B, Rm. 133

For hetero oe 1909

TAU KAPPA EPSILON
LARGEST FRATERNITY AT HUMBOLDT
“AND INTERNATIONALLY

LOOK BEYOND THE OBVIOUS
CALL CHAD AT : 826-7261

~~
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sean ee) “nate
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@ The Institute for Industrial Technology
and plant operations will work with
students to increase productivity.

oe

tion,” Van

want to

Duzer

said. ‘We

the limits of

what already (is done) on cam-

al
Stressing education

poh
_

over some of the charge-back

ne

jobs. In the past, the work would

With budget cuts affecting
maintenance

on campus,

a

group of HSU students
have set
up a business which could help
ease the strain on plant operations.

Plant operations
work ranging from

rms
landscap-

-

ing to carpentry.

tenance is the workers’ priority,
but occasionally they receive
requests from d
ents for
specific remodelling jobs which
are paid for out of ——
accounts. This is called
chargeback work and is an “added
headache” to an overworked
schedule, said Tim Moxon, interim director of plant operations.

A new student-run business,
The Institute
for Industrial Technology, has been created to take

have been done by temporary
ters or electricians, but
get cuts have caused a “significant loss in employees” at
plant operations, Moxon said.
Business will pay for itself
The institute expects to do the
same jobs for less money.
“One of the critical things is it
can pay for itself,” said Eric Van
Duzer, an industrial technology
senior and chief executive officer of management for the in-

stitute.

The money the business
makes will pay for the four management positions and 13 employees who are all students
enrolled in IT 399, the institute
seminar. The students will be
able to select the jobs they want
to do.
“The main focus is on educa-

The seminar will stress edu-

cation and
facturing

———
construction.

is also being, fat for
—
operations did
Plant
rofit.
$164,000 in charge-back work

for. the 1990-91 fiscal year.
The student-run institute
should ease the strain on the
understaffed plant operations,
which was forced to release four
year
this
full-time emplo
and cut ttl on office sidars
Moxon described the current
state of the campusas “going to
hell, maintenance-wise.”
In addition to aiding plant
operations, Van Duzer hopes

the businéss will begin regular

manufacturing of marketable
items such as wine racks.
The business is only in the
planning stages and has no opk systems.
erations or
uct to test the proThe first
cess will be loft beds. The insti-

tute

to make 25-50 lofts

and sell them to students living.

and student
from the ind

in the dorms.

ag

advertise in the local community, but Van Duzer hopes to get
a table in the quad for marketing some products.

always has a student majority.
pester ope iain which

The institute has no plans to

gives the go-ahead to

oeshnee

spore

Potter,

no

depar tment

rietaied the institute idea at
the end of last year.

Checks and balances

A governing board was
formed, including vice presidents for academic and admin-

istrative affairs, the dean of the

college of professional studies,

oon
system is d
built-in checksand

resentatives
technology

?

with
and

projects,

is

comprised of two faculty and
three students.
Product prices will be set at

the cost of materials alone, and

on-campus facilities will
be used
for manufa
Initial costs will be paid by a
foundation account start-up
fund, but the institute expects to
be self-sufficient by the end of
the year.

Recycling
¢ Continued from page 5
“It’s quite an honor to be chosen and it will bring a lot of

attention to HSU,”Armstrong said.
In the past, support for the eee has come from volunlp meet the needs of a
teers and a non-paid staff. 0
m now has the support
progra
the
pool,
er
decreasing volunte
staff members who
five
and
s
of five work-study student
receive stipends.
More than 40 prospective volunteers showed up to the first
rector Kim To expects the number to
meeting, but
drop to about 15.
rs and
To, an HSU senior, has been at the CRP for two
ucing the
said changing behavior is an important step to
flow of trash.

“Peopleina developed country should change their behavior,” he said.
Education about recycling, which stresses source reduction, is the main emphasis of CRP members. The program
educates people through handouts, public service announcements and a skit they perform called “The Reducers.”
More information is available at 826-4162.

vx Great Food!
vx Live Music!
“2 1-Speed
Ra
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- Gel
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Free Delivery!

AMERICAN

DELI

CuHeck Us Out!
Sunny Brae Center, Arcata

822-2262
408

F Street.

Eureka.

445-3035 « 10th & F Streets,

Arcata.

822-4673

|
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Budget cuts
affect A.S.
Budget problems dominated
the Aug. 31 Associated Students
meeting.

A.S. receives $42 from each
HSU student. The A.S. budget
for the 1992/’93 school year was

based onan estimated 7,200 stu-

dents enrolling at HSU. If enrollment drops, A.S. will lose
student fees that have already
been allocated for the academic
year. In that case, A.S. may have

to cut funding to some of its
programs.
Jason Kirkpatrick, HSU’s representative
to the California State
Student Association, suggested
starting an information campaign to alert HSU

students

about budget cuts and fee increases.
AS. will brainstorm plans of
action concerning the new bud-

get at the next meeting, 6 p.m.
Monday in the South Lounge.

— Gini Berquist
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Children’s Center to get
$7,000 in additional funds
By Dawn Hobbs
TUMBERJACK STAFF

The increase in student fees isa bright spot in an otherwise dismal
budget situation for the HSU Children’s Center.
cut by cutting staff hours,
The center dealt with its $40,900 budget
and terminating the
purchases
material
l
instructiona
eliminating
$7,000 in fundin
receive
will
center
the
But
m.
after-school
this semester because of the 40 percent student fee increase, sa
Edward “Buzz” Webb, vice president for student affairs .
The university will receive additional money from the state
because of the difference between the budgeted FTEs (full-time
ivalents) of 6,000 and the actual number, which is about 7,200.
ebb said the amount should be about $1 million.

Children’s Center Director Trudi Walker said the additional

funding will go toward reinstatement of credentialed, work-study
and student-assistant staff hours as well as for instructional suplies.
, The elimination of the after-school program severely effected
parents’ class scheduling and the care of their children this semester.

Webb said if Student Affairs receives money for next semester, it
will set a portion of that aside and use it to reinstate the 3:30 - 5:30

afternoon care in the spring, but the money may have to be used for

instructional fees.

“Our first priority is to reinstate the 3:30 - 5:30 care, but we

obviously can’t live without a supply budget forever,” Walker said.

“We're not making any decisions now,” Webb said. “We can’t

The

Lumberjack

misspelledthe namesof

Vice

President for Academic Affairs Manuel Esteban and
Assistant Director for Public Affairs Sean Kearns in its

Aug. 27 issue. The Lumberjack regrets the error.

commit any funds until we know what the spring looks like. But we

will commit in time for (Walker) to know.”
Walker and Webb will meet in early November, in time for

parents to know if the after-school care will be reinstated
register for classes accordingly.
The after-school program costs approximately $5,000 per
ter if all work-study students are hired as additional staff,
said.
Webb said he is optimistic that the Children’s Center will
the necessary funding to reopen the after-school care.

and to

semesWalker
receive

MATT STARY/ THE LUMBERJACK

Earl Thomas ignites the audience while performing songs
from his debut CD, “Blues ... not Blue.” Thomas, a
former HSU student and Arcata resident, used to perform
every Monday at The Jambalaya in Arcata. Famous
thythm and blues singer, Eta James, has recently
recorded one of Thomas’ songs. Thomas currently lives
in San Diego.

Congratulations!
You made it to Humboldt!
~ You chose the best school, the best major and hopefully
the best roommate. You're on a roll so choose the best
- computer, from the best source for your computing needs
and buy your Apples Macintoshe computer at
.
The HSU Bookstore.
- Visit The HSU Bookstore and see our new Computer Department and line of Macintosh
computers and peripherals. Check out the great discount prices offered in the Back to School
promotion and don't forget to ask about the Apple Computer Loan.

y

a

Monday - Thursday 7:45am - 6:00pm

> f ft Friday 7:45am - 5:00pm
Closed Saturday & Sunday

Phone: 826.- 5848

Prices are for HSU students enrolled in at least 6 degree secking units, full-time Staff, and full-time
Faculty only. Proof of enrollment or employmentis required.
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High Quality Bulk
Herbs, Spices, & Teas

Welcome Back Students

Stacking the states
Acomparison of school fees, tuitions and
expenditures in the United States

et
Pe ane esumb
ia
District of Col
Texas

$664
$986

North Carolina
Wyoming
California

$1,112
$1,148
$1,220

per ge a

milio ae

on student aid,

New York
California
Illinois
Pennsylvania
Texas
States with oe
1989-90, in

| Also:

40% to 50% off selected
books and other merchandise
Free herb tea served all day

1068 | Street, Arcata

e 822-5296

(Across from Los Bagels)

$464
$221
$209
_ $159
$136

expenditures in public institutions,

billions

California
Texas
New York
Michigan
Ohio

$11.2
$5.6
$5.1
$4.1
$3.7

Source: The Chronicle of Higher Education Almanac

Mellel Rett a tell ately:

DAS

Conveniently located on campus

@

(which is GOOD when you’re in a hurry)

4 cent Happy Hours
@
ga

(GOOD for your pocketbook)
e

mee

Watch here
for monthly
specials

e

Self-service copiers
@

(no one can do it as GOOD as you can)

General school supplies
»

w

(when all you need is a GOOD pencil)

Over-the-counter copy services
@

(for the GOOD stuff...multiple copies, colored paper,
thesis copying, transparancies, resumes,
enlargements reductions)

HSU Library
ail hada

State budget deals blows to county
Closing the gap

@ Despite precautions taken in July,
Humboldt County faces more lay-offs,
and salary cuts and less money for
mental health programs and the court
$540,000 administrators first

Although city and county
governments
and schools
y
were
prepared for
their share of
state’s
the
$10.7 billion
budgetreduc-

This resulted mostly from
large cuts in state
courts. The county included a 9
percent cut in
its 1992/'93
budget, apes b
ard of Suervisors on
fuly31.Amold

(UMBERIACK STAFF

state budget to help close
the $7.9 million deficit (in
millions)*

tion, some cuts were not antici-

pated.
While awaiting state funding
information,

Cities
$200
Counties
525
Special districts
375
Health and Welfare
122
AFDC
292
ssP
1,836
Schools (K-12)
206
Trial Court

thought.

governments and

sc acy Wot ua

ROBERT BRITT/ THE LUMBERJACK

mately $300,000. Cuts to mental
ee
sibilityto the county for treating
people found incompetent to
stand trial for misdemeanor
crimes, and will cost Humboldt
County approximately $876,000.
Arnold said the impact on the
county will probably not be
known until the first partof next
week, pending a special session

_ said it now seems that cuts may

be as high as 40 percent. This
is based on the
tenn
governor's

line -item veto of

$206 million in funding to
schools playedaguessinggame
county courts, which will result
based on various proposals
in a $1.1 million loss to Humemerging fromSacramentodurboldt County.
crisis.
—_— 63-day a
Arnold said the county may
lost of the unpleasant surhave to consider more cuts, inprises hit the county.
After initial announcements _ cluding lay-offsand salary cuts.
If two trailer bills are passed
of the budget decision County
of Genthe reduction
thatallow
_
Arnold
Administrator Chris
(welfare
payments
eral Relief
said the cuts looked manageaid to childless adults), she said
_ able. But on Thursday officials
the county
will reduce those
‘ discovered cuts in mental health
payments
by
4.5 percent, which
and court funding which could
would
save
the
county approxitotal $2 million, rather than the

the ci _— itself

r budget cuts

Selected cuts made in the

system.
By Amy Gittelsohn

sae

of the Legislature.
Arcata city leaders are likewise waiting for more information. Tax revenues that used to

fill city coffers, but which now
go to the state, include $200 million of general funds and $200

million from redevelopment
agencies.
Arcata City Manager Alice

itado

its budget in June, mh +
duced the general fund by
$150,000 from last
year.
In A
the
Council

cut an

additonal

$258,546 from

the budget after the state
posed to take a portion of the
City’s
taxrevenues.
The
cuts were made by laying off 33
city employees and reducing
services and
The council voted to make
one-time cuts in

and

maintenance totaling $44,916 if
the state took more than anticipated.
Harris said there willbe about
a$53,000in
taxes transferred from Arcata to the state.
Additionally, Arcata’s redevelopment agency will lose
about$150,000. Harris said since
the agency has bond payments
to meet, those funds must be
made up, probably by shifting
remaining

property tax rev-

enues to the agency funds.
She said all of the budget information from the state isn’t in
yet, but it doesn’t look as if any
of the permanent budget cuts

Barney Finlay, director of
business services for the Humboldt County Office of Education, said the
ce has
been “like a roller-coaster,” but
that“
cuts” madein February by the Humboldt County
school districts appear to have
come close to filling the
gap.
The budget cut
eS K12 schools by $1.8 billion.
Coupled with increases in the
costof living, Finlay said Humboldt County schools will experience a5

t cut.

Wednesday’s state budget
agreement also revealed a 2.3
percent cut in categorical programs, which include transportation and special education for
= and poor children. This
oss will be $300,000 to $500,000
for Humboldt County.
Finlay said schools will not
reduce staff to compensate for
the cuts.
Finlay said moremoney could

be taken by the governor's lineitem veto.

The veto has already caused
$520 million in funds to schools
to be “set aside.” To release it,
further legislation must be

madeby thecity can be reversed.

passed requiring a cost- of-liv-

However, it appears the onetime cuts agreed upon will be
unnecessary.

ing adjustment, program
owth requirements and expansion of child development

County schoolsalso took their
biggest budget cuts in advance
of state funding cuts.

intendent Bill Honig called

rograms. State School Super-

Wilson’s veto “sordid.”

Controversy brews over timber harvest plan
m@ HSU students and faculty voice
concerns about the the proposed harvest
of the McDowell property bordering HSU.
to the watershed,as weare planning to cut deformed trees, poor

By Dioscoro
R. Recio
L

growing treesand ones that will

Watershed and timber land
that lies east of the HSU campus
has become the subject of much
concern in the past week.
The McDowell family, which
owns an 83-acre
valued

at $600,000, is facing 6

in-

eventually die out,” Able said.
“There are only so many trees
on a site and we are going to
weed out the ones that make it
unhealthy. We are going to help
nature.”

The THP is designed to coun-

The pr
borders, but is
not
, the Arcata Community Forest. It runs along Union
Street from the Lutheran
Church
to Redwood Park and extends

teract erosion that has been
caused by
public use. Able said
that bi
is responsible
for
more damage than people realize.
HSU is interested in the manbecause

The McDowell's hired James

and leisureactivities of students

ae

taxes
due to the

death

mary property owner.

east to include Jolly Giant Creek
and grovesof redwoods.
Able, an independent forester,

to assess the land and develop a
Timber Harvest Plan (THP).
eg
mane
cut

approximately

percent

of second- and third-growth
trees, which comprise
about 30

t of the timber volume.
area was harvested in 1982,
the late 1950's and at the turn of
the century.

___“lanticipate minimal damage

fects the fisheries

and faculty.

t

on instruction then we will go
with it,” Combs said. “If not, we
will pursue every option necessary to prevent it.”
Combs said if the financial status of HSU was better, the
universitywould liketo purchase
the land. The McDowell famil
has previous property ties wi
the campus and has been generous with land privilege to HSU
_- capacity of education, he

the Student Environmental Action Coalition. “If all foresters
were like Jim Able, the world

would be a better place.”
Associated Students External
Affairs Committee representative Orange Waszkowski believes otherwise. At yesterday's
A.S. meeting, the board of governors voted to pass a resolu-

tion, proposed by Waszkowski
and modified by A.S., to extend
the public comment period on
the THP.
The resolution states that the
community

may be environ-

mentally and aesthetically damaged if the harvesting occurs,
andrequestsresearch of “peaceful resolutions” to the situation.

McDowell property

“Before we make a decision
on the THP, I want to go out in
the forest and survey the land in
” said fisheries Professor Terry Roelofs.
“They very well might want
small percentage
a n
to cut dow
of the trees, but a big concern is
when on are big trucks in
and start hauling out the trees.
They can damage much more
than 15
t, not to mention
the

—_.

of HSU’s
Ken Combs, director
Physical Services, is concerned
supplies
that
that the watershed
3
Jolly Giant Creek, which

Fern Lake and drains into the
might
hatchery,y’
sfish sit
univer

be damaged.
“Right now, the THP is in the

hands of the fisheries departsay that the
ment and if they
harvesting will have no effect

tended.

tatives at-

natural resources

senior environmentalist Dan
Close reluctantly approved
Able’s THP, but not on behalf of
the Green Party.
“Realistically, I wouldn’t like
to see any trees get harvested,
but I understand the politics of
it,” said Close, a spokesman for
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Free speech, leaflets
concern council

pe mente pete

By David Courtland

Freedom of speech became an issue at last Wednesday's
as councilmembers considered adoptCity Council meeting
with ed handbil s.
to eliminate litter associat
ing an ordinance
uncilmembers received complaints about free newspapers and leaflets distributed to Arcata households and placed
on car windshields.
Councilmember Bob Ornelas said advertising is freedomof
speech, but was sympathetic to complaints.
distribute junk mail,”
to ple
“The constitution allows for peo
ing junk mail should
distribut
s
businesse
Ornelas said. “Local
.”
recycling
and
pay for extra trash ... disposal
A task force set up to look into the matter reported such an
constitutional
ordinance would have to be able to wi
scrutiny.

the ordinance would be a
“It doesn’t sound like ha
smart thing to do,” said Councilmember Lynne Canning.
to look into how other communiCouncilmembers
ties deal with the problem.
In other council action:
© A
tion was presented to the Arcata Police
t’s D.A.R.E. (Drug Abuse Resistance Education)

sith
nd
fh
100
ach
fo
leg
progam
Jat
tobacco.
and
alcohol
drugs,
to
ents to say no
at
s

will

attempt to teach

Assembly rejects Grand
Accord timber reforms

1

an amendment to Creeks Man¢ The council adopted
agement Plan in a unanimous vote. The decision will allowa
less restrictive on
implementation
staff to prepare
to Stephan
according
creative forms of development,
Lashbrook, director of community development .
e Mayor Victor Schaub was designated as voting delegate
to the National League of Cities Congress.

The
Lumberjack
is HSU’s best

weekly
newspaper.
| Actually, it’s HSU’s only
weekly newspaper, but
it’s still the best.
Read, advertise in and
subscribe to

The Lumberjack.
Call 826-3259 for
advertising and subscription
information.

The Grand Accord timber reform legislation died another

death Aug. 28 when the state

Assembly voted it down 20-45
during a late-night session.
The bill was authored primarily by Assemblyman Dan
Hauser, D-Arcata. Sen. Barry
Keene, D-Ukiah, and others coauthored the legislation. The
Grand Accord would have prohibited clearcutting in old-

growth forests and reduced the

clearcutting maximum from 120
to 20 acres.
The bill was designed to grant
timber companies certain exthem a longemptions, gi
of lumber.
term sustained
The Grand Accord was opposed by environmentalists
who said its reforms didn’t go
far enough and by members of
the timber industry who said
the reforms went too far. Gov. Pete Wilson had
°
it
if
bill
’s
ised to sign Hauser
reached his desk without
amendments.
In an Aug. 28 telephone
interion
venat
otmeied teabals
s at “about 50chance
of passing
50,” despite its support from a
coalition of timber industry
leaders and environmental
groups “who say it works,”
of the bill included
Supporters

Pacific Lumber, Georgia Pacific
and the Audubon Society.
“Given the options, they support the bill,” Hauser said. “I
any
comps
any e’
don’t think ther
ate
regul
‘Hey,
say
d
woul
that
naalter
best
the
us,’ but this is
tive.”

The Grand Accord was the
atthird
tempt

to

regulate
cutting of
old-growth
forests that
hasbeen introduced
by Hauser
and three
co-authors
since last
fall. Wilson
Dan Hauser
vetoed the
criginal version, which was negotiated between the Sierra
Club, other environmental
groups and the Sierra Pacific
Corporation.
ilson then introduced a less
e package of four sepaictiv
restr
that was
rate bills in
voted down by the legislature.
Hauser revived Wilson's version
asa single bill on Aug. 20.
prompted lobThe en
bying orts from opponents
who said it would force companies to lay off employees in an
already lackluster economy.

The Simpson PaperCompany

sent employees to hand-deliver
“family photo albums” of
Simpson work: ' ~ and their families to legislators. The albums
included a letter from Simpson
Manent
and General
Vice Presid
legisasking
ager David Kaney
lators to help them identify who
would lose their livelihoods if
the legislation passed.
dtsor
olSupervi
County
Humb
Anna Sparks sent a letter to legislators critical of the bill, whi
she said would “have a devastating impact on working families.”
Shortly after Hauser reintro, who is
duced the bill,
in the
user
against
election for the 1st
No
District Assembly seat, publicly
itwasa political move.
the wake of the Grand

Accord’s failure, most timber

reform advocates are doubtful
that similar legislation will be
introduced soon.
“I've got to talk to the timber
and environmental
conto
want
they
cerns to see where

from here,” Hauser said in a

1
interview. “I
a massive
require
would
it
think
both
from
outpouringof support
the industry and the environmental community to get anyone to consider |
tion.”
Hauser’s primary consultant
on the bill, Mary Mozgan, said
sheanticipatesan
attempt to pass

more restrictive
reforms through
the initiative process.
“I'd expect a real draconian
measure, SO:

more envi-

ronmental and less pro-busi-

TAI CH) CHUAN (

See Accord, page 11

The Chinese art of slow motion exercise
and meditation

TWO ARCATA CLASSES
OLD CREAMERY DANCENTER, 1251 NINTH ST.

° Moaday

weomtngs coring Sateen

Beginners 6:30-7:

pm.

Adtunced 730-830 p.m.

“Bogimere 7004900 pin, AtvenceteDoeD0 pm.
on
$46 for ten weeks. No pre-registrati
required.

;

IN THE

THE

place
to copy
TT

that Kinko's te the place to

ROOM: P.E. 116D

find a lot more than just

"Beghnare 62040 pm, Advanced 630730 pm.
$45 for ten weeks. Pre-register by Sept. 8. Call Pam Matthews at 448-0015.
Offered by College of the Redwoods Community Services

FIRST BAPTIST CHURC}-4
THE

OF
ARCATA
1700 UNION STREET « ARCATA. CALIFORNIA

as

622-0367

Solid Rock (College) Celebrati
7:30 p.m. Snare

College Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
(small group Bible studies
available throughout the week)

r
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City planner finds time for play

Accord
© Continued from page 10
ness,” Mi
said.
Morgan said the prospect of
forming a new coalition to introduce a similar bill in the next
legislature was doubtful.
“Between term limits and retiring members, there could be
as many as 30 new assemblymen,” Morgan said. “Thatcould
make pursuing legislative reform difficult.”
Keene’s
press aide, Greg
deGiere,
said the chancesof new
legislation are “pretty dismal.”
“I vouldn’t expect any,”
deGiere said. “There are too
many various parties unwilling
to compromise their interests.”

DeGiere
thatit’s likely
there will be an attempt to
reform through the initiative
"ncag adding that voters may
ve to choose from a series of
a
laws, each sponsored
y a different corporation
or environmental group.
However,a spokeswoman for
the Sierra Club, which o
the bill, was more h
,
“Our only objections to the
bill were some loopholes on
which we think there wasa general consensus
that they couldn’t
work,” said Teresa Schilling,
the
Sierra Club’s media director. “In
light of that,we’re hoping that
.the various groups can get together and reach a new agreement on reform.”
Schilling said another possibility would be to pursue reform through the court system.
the courts would
* Hauser
be the primary center of activity
regarding timber regulation for
the foreseeable future.

Sy eaves Kennan
laying rock ‘n’ roll didn’t
fulfill promises of fame
and fortune for Stephan
Lashbrook, Arcata’s communi
development director, so he too
a job with the city of Fresno at
age 21.
“When I took the (Fresno) job,
I didn’t know what a city planning
commission
was,”
Lashbrook said.
Lashbrook, a former College
of the Redwoods student,
dropped out of school and
in a rock band in the
played
y’70s, hitchhiked
around the
country, lived ona dairy farm in
Wisconsin, and lived in
Yosemite for four years until
returning to Humboldt County
to finish school at HSU.
He received a bachelor’s deo- socidpolitical science and
ter a master’s degree from
Marylhurst College in Oregon.
The Chicago native was hired
by the city of Arcatain
July 1990,
but he still plays the bass when
he gets the chance.
Lashbrook prepares reports
for councilmembers on everything from land subdivision to
decisions to build new sewer

gutters.

In the maze of federal, state,
county and local regulations on
land use, and with citizens scrutinizing his results, Lashbrook
takes care to research issues and
problems before advising
councilmembers on land-use
and development.

Complex geological, environ-

mental, safety and zoning standards may seem abstract, but
they affect
the way Arcata looks
and the kind of place it is to live.
“It’s aconstant
goal of mine to
simplify
without losing
creativity,” Lashbrook said.
When he’s not busy informing the City Council on how the
city’s fate will be
by its
decisions, Lashbrook plays backup bass for “High Strung,” a
group of young fiddlers who
play bluegrass.
On other days he builds the
en tool box for the Pacific
nion elementary school garden.

Lashbrook also teaches Resource Planning 360 at HSU.
“What is the standard form of
growth? Suburban sprawi. It’s
based around the automobile.
It’s been institutionalized,”
Lashbrook said about the problem city planners face nationwide.

Lashbrook said Arcata’s
16,000 residents
would comprise
“about two city blocks in
Harlem, and maybe
one building in Beijing. And people here
think thatit’s getting toodense.”
Lashbrook said it’s unfortunate that Arcatans
ve four
houses per acre to be too dense.
“Europe had todeal withcompacting living space. Could you
—
Germany and France
subdividing
their farmlandsinto
half-acre lots? It’s unthinkable.”
Lashbrook said Humboldt
County is a “well kept secret.
Will it remain that way?”

He sees
tial foreconomic
growth in Arcata with the ad-

PHOTO

COURTESY OF STEPHAN LASHBROOK

Community Development Director Stephan Lashbrook plays bass
when he's not advising the City Council.
in “High Strung”

vent of the Information Age.
“If I wanted to run a business
by telephone or FAX, I'd come
to Arcata. It’s the information
business,” said Lashbrook.
He also said Arcata should be
especially attractive to businesses because of the low crime
rate.

“I'm fascinated by the return
— fortress city,” Lashbrook

One answer to violent crime
in Los Angeles has been the
“high-security” development,

vast complexes in suburbs that
have wallsand even barbed-wire
surrounding them. “You have
castle walls. What's so different
— hiding from thugs in L.A., or
hi
from Genghis Khan?”
Lashbrook sees hope, however, in “neo-traditional” planning, an attempt to raise population density and create a more

communal atmosphere for residents.
“I see hope for this country
where there wasn’t any hope,”

said Lashbrook.

“I would guess it’s going to be

a patchwork series of decisions
in the courts,” Hauser said.
“Each side’s going to win a
few," he said, “It’s going to be
bizarre.”
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Center to enhance
ah
Center will feature exhibits related to wetland waste-water
treatment, wetland restoration
and the waste-water aquaculture program.
Friends of the
Arcata Marsh, who
“yi ar
contributed $54,000
to the project
from a
fund-raising
drive, want thecenter to be “something that enhances the experience at the
marsh as opposed to being a
detriment,” said LynneCanning,
Arcata City Council member.
“Arcatais
very identified with
the marsh,” Canning said. “For
so many people in Arcata, the
marsh isa symbol. It symbolizes
the way Arcata
does things —in
a creative, innovative and progressive way.”

The marsh serves asa wastewater treatment facility, wildlife sanctuary and salmon and
trout raising grounds; itis alsoa
place for family walks and bird
watching.
“People see the marsh as a
place to go and be in peace with
nature,” Canning said.
The center is scheduled to
open in the spring, said Dave
Hull, resources —

of the

Environmental

The building will also have a
lobby, meeting room, frontdesk,
restroomsand a library containing copies of various studies
performed at the marsh.
“The marshisa great example
ofa
ership between Hum-

the

said.

e techno

thathasbeen font
oped here has been
exported all over the world because it is appropriate technoland is a
ogy, can be replicated
viable wayof dealing with community waste water,” she said.
Bob Gearheart, environmental resources engineering professor, and fisheries Professor
George Allen are considered
“parents of the marsh,” Canning
said.
Allen
working with the
marsh in 1969
as a pilot project
for fish culture.
“Without Bob (Gearheart), we
wouldn’t have gone anywhere,
though. We needed his sanitary
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More information is available from

the Redwood Coast

Railroad Museum, P.O. Box 230, Arcata, or from MitchellBrown at 822-5906.
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Bay, from Eureka to Samoa, with a stop in Arcata.

DEEP INSIDE THE QUIET DEPTHS OF

DEALS :

e AND WE STILL

a tourist attraction. It would travel around the Humboldt

She said additional funding
for the center
has come from the
Ford Foundation, the Coastal
Conservancy and the Redevelopment Agency of Arcata.

CHECK OUT THESE

—s
Ly

will remain unclear until the city conducts a thorough
environmental investigation of the site.
“Trying to find a site where to build a museum has been
alengthy process,” said Marcus Mitchell-Brown, Redwood
Coast Railroad Museum president. “We are building up a
collection of photos, historical itemsand memorabilia from
people in the community.”
e first operating railroad in California was builtin 1854
and ran betwen Arcata and Mad River. Though the railroad
in service, a portion of it still exists.
is no longer
Mitchell-Brown said a survey of the area around the site
showed 97 percent of the people want the museum.
“Only two or three people had concerns,” MitchellBrown said.
He also said older people are in favor of the museum
because they believe it would help rebuild the area.
The planned site for the museum is Shay Park, located at
Foster and Alliance Roads.
“Once the evironmental report is done, then we would be
able to havea lease with the city,” Mitchell-Brown said. The
laying out of the land, space and actual construction of the
museum will take five years.
Money is being raised in part through boat tours on the
Arcata
Bay.
Mitchell-Brown said part of the plan to build a railroad
ger train which would serve as
museum includes a

tally sound existence.
Canning said, “We are working with PG&E to geta grant for
photovoltaics at the center.”
We want to get the center off
the grid with renewablealterna- energy resources,” Canning

said.
Gearheart and Allen are on
the Marsh Task Force and have
been closely involved with planning, reviewing and designing
the in
ve center.
ive cen“I hope the in

|

Plans for the construction of a railroad museum in Arcata

effluent forthesalmon

isalso aiming atan environmen-

engineering experience,” Allen

ter attempts to

TUMBERJACK STAFF

and trout aquaculture
m
— primarily coastal eitehroat
trout and coho and chinook
salmon,” Allen said.
Allen said the aquaculture
operation is “probably the most
unique thing the city of Arcata
has going for it.”
Arcata is also involving unige expertise in the toxicolof local creeks and streams.
“We will be looking at problems with non-point pollution
sources (run-off from parking
lots and agricultural lands) that
may be cause for degradation of
water supplies,” Allen said.
The interpretive center itself

boldt State and Arcata,” Canning

By Fernando M. Aguirre

rw

Ul

Department of

the underwater
part of the whole
system is recognized for what it
is,” Allen said.
“It can be easily overlooked
and forgotten about.
“My s'
interest is use of

Services.

By Dewn Hohbe

Construction delayed
on railroad museum

eee
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Westwood Market has
lower prices overall
By Teri Carnicelll
ul

No
one
wants
to spend
a fortune on
food — especially during a
budget crunch — so here’s a
breakdown of
the best grocery buys
Arcata.

in

The markets
under scrutiny include the following: the Arcata Co-Op, located at811 ISt.; Larry's Market,
at 747 13th St.; Safeway, at 600 F
St.; and Murphy’s Westwood
Market, located at 100 Westwood
Center.
When comparing such staples
as meat, produce, dairy products and
paper items, the
Westwood Market has the overall best deals.
Westwood had lower prices
in both name-brand products
and local generic
brands. Prices
range from
30 to 70 cents less for

items like toilet paper, paper

towels, and feminine sanitary
products.

Produce is generally 10 to 30
cents less for iceberg lettuce,
broccoli, avocados, tomatoesand
grapes. Meat items are much
closer, with some prices being
comparable to or 10 cents lower

than the competitors’ prices.
'**Anadded plus for Westwood
is thatit carries ground turkeyat
$1.20 a pound less than one com-

petitor, while another doesn’t
carry it at all.
Other goods, such as cat food,
frozen oran:;
juice and cold
cereals, are
cheaper overall
at
Westwood,
though most
only margina
or those
interested in
fresh, locall
and /ororganically
grown
products who don’t mind paying a
little more, the Arcata Co-Op
supplies a variety of vegetables,
ins and dairy products from
ocal farms.
The Co-Op also carries specialty items and brands, such as
Santa Cruz Natural, which can’t
be found in other markets.
For fresh v
bles, several
good deals can be found at the
Farmers’ Market Saturday
morningsand Tuesday evenings
on the Plaza.
If money is short and transtion a problem, Murphy’s
estwood Market ishealthy for
your pocket book and on the
route of the Arcata-Mad River
Transit System.
In other words, the buck and

the bus stop at Westwood.

The Money Grubber is designed

to help Arcata consumers stretch

their pocket books. It will appear
weekly in the Community section.

Park-N -Sell
Commissions
OPEN DAILY
Humboldt County’s “For Sale By Owner” Lot
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Grateful
Deadheads congregate in wake of Garcia's hospitalization
“It’s been excessive this year.
aggravati
y
It’'sbeen

By Harry Kasshakian
u

for the staf

of the

Co-Op,” sai

is also on the

A mecca for the roving gypsies of Highway 101, the Arcata

Ornelas, who

Plaza is crowded with students
and wanderers, locals and Deadheads.
For the most
it seems a
“mellow
scene,”
as_
the

Task Force.
He said there is a distinction

But some residents of Arcata
think that this summer there

whole tribe of people with nowhere to go and no goals,”

Northcoast colloquialism goes.

Humboldt County Homeless

between homeless families and

individuals, and young people
who don’t want to work.
sickand we havea

have been too many “transients”

Ornelas said.

on the Plaza due to the illness of
Jerry Garcia slongs
ing member of the Gra
Dead.

view of the situation.

Garcia's illness and the result-

ing cancellation
of Grateful Dead
showsleftmany Deadheads with
no shows to go to.
“I hope Jerry recovers so we
can have our town back. The

stench is getting out of hand,”
Brian Knott, a junior HSU businessmajorsaidonhiswayacross
the Plaza.

Deadheads have a different
“Tl go off to see the Jerry

shows, but I consider Arcata

my home,” said a 19-year-old

Deadhead who identified him-

self only as Bude. “I totally dig

the culture in Arcata,” he said.
“T haven't felt a need to have
a house,” Bude said. “1 like the
le here. It’s a cool scene.

PeopleIknowcomeintotown.”
Bude said the free-loading

PHILLIP PRIOMORE-BROWN/THE LUMBERJACK
the Dead tour.
To the dismay of some residents, Arcata has become an unscheduled stop on
f
:

a aoe ee
heads.
“It’s been aggravating” said

eee
ization. There
vets a
are people who get the $100

Omelas.’”TheseDeadheadshave

ButI’mallreadytoworkforit,”

arrived in Arcata last weekalso

“workfare” offered by the

heads area burdenonso-

inf
o
criticism aye

Arcata City Council

Bob

(from general relief) and split.

thrash the —

the trash.

with the notion that

nowhere to go. Some of these

Bude said, referring to the

di

handling.

county.

ciety.

Deadhead typeshavebeen pan-

“They (Deadheads) don’t

Jennifer Mclaughlin,16 , who

They pick up

The storeowners just

discriminate against us. It’s
judging peopleontheirappear-

Grant Competition
oh
ducation

Qian.

Progr

plaza
grill

nna
Welcome Back Students
Draft Beer ¢ 75¢
Domestic Beer ¢ $1.25

Imported Beer ¢ $1.75
Well Drinks ¢ $1.50 75¢ off food items
n 6 nights a week
(closed Sundays)

Kitchen Serving until 11p.m.
All ages welcome

826-

ans

The Cultural Education Program
Committee is soliciting proposals

that foster wide-spread participation
in and appreciation of the cultural

contributions, activities and

significance of the cultural groups
represented on the committee:

Asian American, Black American,
Jewish American, Latino, Native
American, International students
and Multicultural events.
Grant guidelines and forms are available in the
Associated Students Business Office; South Lounge,
University Center.
Requests should not exceed $500.
ion deadline:
Friday, Sept. 18, 4 p.m.

S

The es

nis

ance,” Mclaughlin said.

The Grateful Dead hotline has

a taped message: “The Septem-

has been cancelled.
_ber/fall tour
We —
get

with you thatJerry will

better.”

edee
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City plans low-income housing for Arcata

Byaiislectn
amy

The Arcata City Council is
considering how
best to meet
the we
needs of low-income, handicapped and elderly
residents.
Councilmembers, in their alternate role as the Communi
Development Agency Board,
were given the go-ahead to develop housinng
for the disabl
the elderly and
low-income
households
when voters approved Measure

"isThe

anding
fr
this
purpose
approximate]
The
ing

for this

tt a Soar set
a aside because of state
ts that
require 20 percent of tax increment revenues
laa tet the Arcata
Community Development Area
tobe used tomeet housing needs
for the three targeted groups.
Tax increment revenues result from additional taxes to
properties that are further develo
and reassessed at a
higher value.
Although the money is already reserved, the city was reto get voter approval
before spending it.
rook, the city’s
community developmentdirec-

Don'tbea
stick-for-brains.

Read The

Lumberjack.

tor, called the process “antiquated.

“

“We would have been in a
strange position if the votdn’t
approved it,” he said.
"Lanes said he ex
financial need to be a high priority when screening applicants
for the housing.
Disabled and elderly applicants will also have to demonstrate financial need.
Decisions
to be
made include
possible sites,
ranking of appli-

* __cants and how to

attract additional funding.
Councilmembers are considering een for maximizing
em

outside fu

ake

it to attract

$640,000

set aside would notby itself pay
for many homes.
The city will try to attract additional
s from state, federal and local sources, such as
grants and low-interest loans.
Some of these are available
—
Ho
and Urban
opment
).
Given the limited funds,
Lashbrook is in favor of using
the money to purchase property
and giving it toa developer. The
developer would be required to
one affordable housing to
ow-income households for a
predetermined length of time

exists for housing for lower income households.
Other
ing options include acquiring pre-existing

(possibly 30 years).
" iastieosk said he would like
the city to purchase enough
property to accommodate 30 to
40 units, providing as many as
possible to the low-income
group.
Some residents have said this
isa
idea. Donald Cline, an
Arcata resident and a member
of the Committee for a Better
Arcata, said he is leery of lowincome

projects.

such families to limit their in-

come or move.
“The people who work and
claw their way up have
no place
else
to go in Arcata,” Cline said.
He said he is not against lowincome ho
but that it attacks the problem from the surface only. Such projects, he said,
are a response to government
regulations and not to the city’s
needs.
Lashbrook said some moderate-income housing will be included, but that the greatestneed

##
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dies to low-income households.

He said they havean “institutionalizing” effect that does not
allow people to move up economically.
Asa casein point, he described
an Arcata couple he knows living in low-income housing who
were increasing their income,
but reduced it to remain
eligible
for the housing. Cline
the
high market ratesin Arcata force

Dr. Evonne Barret Phillip s, D.C.
RogerA. Sutterfield, C.M-P.

es o
onegeie

structures
and providing subsi-

limit)

i

Natural
¢ Lunch
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Sun. —
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Foods
e Dinner

8am-8pm

10a.m. - 2a.m.

1604 G Streets Arcata, CA 95521 © (7071 822-0360
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Thru
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25th

FRESH JUICES
VEGET ARIAN ENTREES
ORGANIC FOODS
NATURAL VITAMINS
LOW CALORIE FOODS
BODY BUILDING SUPPLEMENTS

§... A Healthy Alternative!

Bookstore

Open

9am-7pm
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Campus, city

:

Community |
clips

Committee ore

on Friday, Oct. 23.

a

nesses and markets in Hum-

boldt County, landfill siting and
planning, and waste reduction
and recycling in schools.
Committees

serve on committees concern-

ing waste reduction.

train vtontees

people in
a loved oe

to Ps awed!

ue to

ble
ion
is availa
Moreinformat

will also be

~ ° formed to address public eduTask force members wanted
Waste ManThe In
agement Task Force is looking
for community members to

Hospice of Humboldt will

-

development of recycling

informaand ion
cation, promot

on
ion,
regulat
andati
tion, legisl

and regional agreements conwaste reduction.
Additional information is
available at 441-2005.

from Pat Cowan at 445-8443.

Exercise class offered

m for
A 12 session
other
or
s
arthriti
people with
eximpact
make
that ns
conditio
ercises difficult to do begins on
Wednesday, Sept. 16 and ends

held at The Salbes
as
Clwill

vation Army in Eureka from 12

p.m. to 1 p.m. on Wednesdays
and 10 a.m. to 11 a.m. on Frida
yrereisan$18 class fee which
may be waived for low income
individuals.
Enrollment information is
available at 442-6463.

-Jeanette Good

liaisons solve
conflicts
By Beau Redstone
When problemsarise between
students
at HSU and the cityof
Arcata, there isa safety netin the

form of two liaisonsto
catch them
before they get out of hand.

Thepositionsare little-known,

but have been on the books for
many years.

“It has never been a high pro-

file position, but I hope it will

become and remain one,” said
City Councilmember Carl
Pellatz, acting liaison between

the city and HSU.
California State Student Association representative

Jason

Kirkpatrick, campus liaison to
the city, said his job is to take
student disputes to the city.
“It is easier for students to
come tome with grievances
since
I have a working relationship
with the city,” the 24-year-old
environmental politics major
said.

Free! ‘More Better!’ T-Shirt

When You Sign Up for Student
Banking at BofA
Open a VERSATEL* Checking account and get much more than this hot-looking Tshirt. Like more ATMs. Better
values. Choose “More Better!” student banking and get more free access to your cash at over 4,400 VERSATELLER®

and ReadyTeller® ATMs throughout the West. Get better values with our low-cost VERSATEL Checking account, an
ATM-only account that lets you write as many checks as you need and make unlimited VERSATELLER deposits and
withdrawals for one low monthly fee. And, you'll also get a three-month summer vacation from monthly account fees!*
MorE FINANCIAL FREEDOM WITH
FIRST-YEAR, NO ANNUAL FEE CREDIT CARDS”

your BofA checking account.
“More BETTER!” STUDENTS BANK WITH BOFA
Examine our “More Better!” student banking offer, and you'll see that BofA makes the grade with more cash

choice in student banking, and sign up with Bank of America today.

BANKING

ing.

Although
Pellatz
and
Kirkpatrick
hold positive attitudes about the potential of the
liaison endeavor, their ideas are
still in the preliminary
stages.
“We have no set

yet,” Kirkpatrick

said.

as of

Homeless students

Apply for a BankAmericard Visa® or MasterCard® credit card and, if you qualify, we'll pay your annual membership
fee for the first year. Plus, you'll enjoy the extra convenience of overdraft protection when you link your credit card to

convenience and better banking values. Make the “More Better!”

issues
Thetwoliaisonsareinterested
in working
on issues such assafe
studenthousing
and theenforcement of bicycle and skateboard
laws.
“People do not follow the
rules,” said Pellatz, regarding
bicyclists.
“I rode with some
of our police officers a couple of weeks
ago, and I was
toaly amazed at
what I saw,” he said.
Pellatz was particularly concerned with cyclists going the
way on one-way streets
and running stop signs.
Pellatz is also concerned with
whether or not heavily used
walkwaysand streets
ted
by students
have adequatelight-

ON

AMERICA“

Stop by and ask for details at: 697 8TH ST. * ARCATA, CA » (707) 444-6232

Homeless people living in the
Arcata Community Forest is a
problem Kirkpatrick is conle epee |to get a
esti"Tie
mate of how ane of the home-

less are HSU
ts.
“We don’t have figureson the
on or
pg and we

to get (the
figures)
and send them ei the governor,”
said Kirkpatrick,
who
that
Gov. Wilson will show an inter-

est in the
Pellatzand

trick believe

the only way for the liaison system to

is for students to

show an interest in using it.
In their first
on Aug.

GD

seni

ot america

for overdrafts
and other account
Member FDIC ¢ © 1992 BankAmerica Corp. T-Shirt offer good while supplies last. “Offer excludes Alpha and Prima accounts.
fees still apply. **Credit card offer valid until October 31, 1992. Credit card issued by Bank of America N A. (SPEC-92159)
related

28, Pellatz and Kirkpatrick in-

vited each other to sit in on City
Council meetingsand A.S. meet"Eis

trick may be reached at

826-3771 at the Associated Students business office. .
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State, Arcata disagree on
proposed housing units
@ Expecting a decline in growth due
partly to limits on enrollment at HSU,
Arcata tries to convince the county that
housing requirements are too high.
By John Kiffmeyer
CUMBERJACK STAFF

The Humboldt County Association of Governments, or
HCOG, proposed this summer
that Arcata build twice thenumber of housing

units it has

lanned in the next five years,
ut Arcata intends to stay with
its ori
plans.
“We're going to stick to the
numbers we came up with,”
Stephan Lashbrook, Community Development Director of
Arcata, said.
The HCOG Regional Housing Needs Plan, which is based
on a study made by the state
Department of Housing and
Community Development, or
HCD, recommends 6,215 new
housing units need to be built in
Humboldt County in the next
five years.
According to the plan 1,282 of
these have been assigned to Arcata,a substantial increase above
the 663 new housing units Ar-

cata has planned in the same

Ptashbrook said in a letter to
HCOG executive director Spencer Clifton that Arcata expects a
decline in growth over the next

few years.
Lashbrook said Arcata based
its figure on factors such as limits on enrollment at HSU and
economic factors.
He said Arcata has seen a de-

Housing plan
Arcata and California's

prereenees on the number of
ouses Arcata will need

through July 1, 1997.

Regional
Plan recommendation

has already been zoned.

for Arcata:

According to Lashbrook and
Clifton, the high number of new
housing units recommended to

Arcata’s planned

figure:

Arcata may be the result of a

miscalculation.
The annexation of Bayside in
1983 may have given the impression that Arcata was growing at a faster rate than it actually was Lashbrook said.
iowever, Don Crow of the
HCD who
the recommendations says his figures
were based on rates of growth
in the last five years and that the

Bayside annexation was not a
factor.
Local governments are re-

quired to use the recommended
numbers in the housingelement
of their general plan.
However, local governments
are allowed to request modifications.

On Aug. 5 the city of Arcata

OC

1,282

Total number of
housing
units
in Arcata:
SOURCE:
City of Arcata
SCOTT FLODIN/ THE LUMBERJACK

passed Resolution No. 923-12
requesting that HCOG ammend
the Regional Housing Needs
Plan allowing Arcata to implement its original figures.
Local governments
were given
a 90 day period

TAKE OUT 822-7
ones

nas nana

ena ena

ent

aes

to suggest

amendments. This ended on
—_ 29. Now HCOG is holding
a 60 day review period.
Lashbrook is in favor of the
, “The whole idea is to
ook at where people reside and
not allow one community to fail
to provideits
fair share of needed

©
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HSU NEWMAN
Mass 5:30 p.m.
Sunday at Lutheran Church

Chaplain: Father John Rogers
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DELL

325SX

DELL

486P/25

DELL

486P/50

DELL

486D/50

This system includes the fastest i486

The top of Dell's low-profile desktop
machines, the 486P/50 excels at all
computing chores.
Standard system includes:
¢ 4MB RAM
¢ 120MB hard drive
e 3.5" & 5.25" disk drive
¢ Super VGA 1024i color monitor
¢ Mouse
¢ Software includes DOS 5 and
Windows 3.1

Standard system includes:
¢ 4MB RAM
¢ 230MB hard drive
e 3.5" & 5.25" disk drive
¢ Super VGA 1024i color monitor
¢ Mouse
¢ Software includes DOS 5 and
Windows 3.1

$2,369

$2,795

This machine will take care of
virtually any project you encounter from book-length
term papers to
complete business plans.
Standard
system includes:
e 2MB RAM
e 50MB hard drive
e 3.5" disk drive
¢ VGA 800 color monitor
¢ Mouse
e Software includes DOS 5 and
Windows 3.1

This system offers new generation
with the value
i486™
price of the 25 MHz clock speed.

3258X
SYSTEM OPTIONS:
¢ 2MB RAM, 50MB hard drive, 3.5"
and 5.25" disk drive, VGA 800 color
monitor, software includes DOS 5

486P/25
SYSTEM OPTIONS:
¢ 4MB RAM, 80MB hard drive, 3.5"
and 5.25" disk drive, Super VGA
1024i color monitor, software includes DOS 5 and Windows 3.1,
mouse: $1,889.00

486P/50
SYSTEM OPTIONS:
¢ 4MB RAM, 120MB hard drive, 3.5"
and 5.25" disk drive, UltraScan™
15FS color monitor, software includes
DOS 5 and Windows 3.1, mouse:
$2,559.00

486D/50
SYSTEM OPTIONS:
¢ 4MB RAM, 230MB hard drive, 3.5"
and 5.25" disk drive, UltraScan™

e 4MB RAM, 80MB hard drive, 3.5"
disk drive, Super VGA 1024i color
monitor, software includes DOS 5

e 4MB RAM, 120MB hard drive, 3.5"
and 5.25" disk drive, VGA 800 color
monitor, software includes DOS 5

¢ 8MB RAM, 230MB hard drive, 3.5"
and 5.25" disk drive, Super VGA

¢ 8MB RAM, 230MB hard drive, 3.5”
and 5.25" disk drive, Super VGA

1024i color monitor, software in-

1024i color monitor, software in-

and Windows 3.1, mouse:

and Windows 3.1, mouse:

cludes DOS 5 and Windows 3.1,

$1,425.00

$1,889.00

cludes DOS 5 and Windows 3.1,
mouse: $2,749.00

¢ 4MB RAM, 80MB hard drive, 3.5"
and 5.25" disk drive, Super VGA
1024i color monitor, software
includes DOS 5 and Windows 3.1,
mouse: $1,489.00

¢ 4MB RAM, 120MB hard drive, 3.5"
and 5.25" disk drive, Super VGA
1024i color monitor, software includes DOS 5 and Windows 3.1,

¢ 8MB RAM, 230MB hard drive, 3.5°
and 5.25" disk drive, UltraScan™
15FS color monitor, software includes
DOS 5 and Windows 3.1, mouse:
$2,939.00

¢ 8MB RAM, 230MB hard drive, 3.5"
and 5.25" disk drive, UltraScan™
15FS color monitor, software included
DOS 5 and Windows 3.1, mouse:
$3,179.00

$1,189

and Windows 3.1, mouse:

1 $1,255.00

Standard system includes:

e 4MB RAM
¢ 80MB hard drive
e 3.5" & 5.25" disk drive
¢ VGA 800 color monitor
.
° Mouse
¢ Software includes DOS 5 and
Windows 3.1

$1,790

mouse: $1,985.00

+ On-Site
Monday - Thursday 7:45am - 6:00pm
Friday 7:45am - 5:00pm
Closed Saturday & Sunday
Phone: 826 -5848

processor along with increased

expandability of the midsize chassis.

15FS color monitor, software includes

DOS 5 and Windows 3.1, mouse:
$2,989.00

mouse: $2,989.00

Services:

Prices are for HSU students enrolled in at least 6 degree seeking units, full-time Staff, and full-time Facult:
enrollment or employment is required. Items may be subject to availability from manufacturer. ania

P
ees

and changes occur daily. As aresult, the HSU Bookstore cannot be held responsible for any change in price, or updates to product
pera
wth oa mes oe ah agent All items are not necessarily carried as regular stock and may require special
ordering. Therefore,
wre
no refunds. Prices are subject
to change
On-site service provided
Tec Service Corp. Gurus tasted tis was x essai
soe
tenes ae vr
7
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Tiny critter spreads big disease westward
@ Early treatment
of this tick-borne
disease can
prevent severe,

2 tick
Though tick bites peak in the sur
The best way to remain safe from Lyme.

long-term

symptoms.

do bite. Research shows a tick has Ittle.

gering warm weather of fall warrants caution.
avoid tick bites and remove ticks safely when they
infecting a person if removed within 24 hours.

Tick avoidance

By Hassanah Neison
(UMBERJACK
STAFF OSS~—S

Removal of

attached ticks

¢ Tuck pants into boots or soc

Spread by the tiny blackfooted deer tick, Lyme disease
can debilitate its victims.
Blue Lake worm farmer Tim
Matthews, 38, has become an
expert in Lyme disease through
his six-year battle to recover
from it.
Matthews founda tiny tick on
his body after a hike near Redwood Creek. He removed itand
didn’t think much about it.
“I grew uphere,” hesaid. “I’ve
taken out lots of ticks.”
About two months later he
noticed a weakness in his right
leg while hiking. Later thatsummer, his golf grip began to fail.
It wasn’t until the winter of
1986 that the usual flu-likesymptoms of Lyme diseasea

but at the time Matthews didn’t
know it was Lyme disease.
It was only recently, while
looking back, that he was able to
recognize the progression of the

’

disease.

Though Lyme disease has
been known for 17 years in the
eastern United States, it has
spread to Oregon and Califor-

nia only recently.
The deer tick, which includes
several species of the genus
Ixodes, carries a spiral-shaped
bacterium, the spirochete
borrelia.

The victim often doesn’t see
the tick because it is smaller than
the head of a pin.
The bite itself isn’t always
noticeable because the tick in-

jects an anesthetic as it bites.

Early symptoms of the disease includeredness around the
bite, rash, chills, fever, headache
and a stiff neck.
Lyme disease is easily mistaken for other maladies, ranging from the flu in the early
stages, to arthritis or multiple
sclerosis.
If it isn’t treated, Lyme disto arease can slowly
thritic symptoms or heart problems.
Although Matthews didn’t

have pain in his joints, he was

unfortunate enough to be one of
the 15 percent who developneurologic problems.
In the spring of 1987,heawoke
t —
unable to move fave
few
tera
pa
The paralysis
epianother
hours, but he had
sode in the winter while chopping wood.
for
After seeing a chi
the
thought
a year because he
numbness and weakness in his
right side was caused by a car

accident, Matthews finally saw
a neurologist in 1989.
Afteran examination and test-

ing, the diagnosis was multiple
“I'm the kind of

thatif

to dieof
told me I was
for
look
out
cancer, I'd go
ws
— way to beat it,” Matthe

said.
ms,
symptod
his che
He resear
then went back several months

later and asked for a test for
Lyme disease .
“It came back very, very posi-

tive,” Matthews said.
Matthews was given cephalosporin, an antibiotic, intravenously for 21 days as an outpatient. He decided his treatment

wasn’t sufficient, and having
continued his research, he ob-

tained a different antibiotic from
friends in France, where it is

widely prescribed.

Matthews said the antibiotic
he found, a macrolides, is not
approved by the FDA for use in
States but was more
the United
killing
in
effective the spirochete.

He took it in combination with
sulfa for another 21 days, but it
was several more months before the symptoms began to
lessen.
By spring of 1991 he was so
weak he couldn’t feed himself
because of dem
tion —a
deterioration of the liningof the

The linin g can

grow

does so very slowly,

back, but

more serious arthritic or neuro-

logic symptoms.

Protection against ticks is a

good preventative, as well as
which contain

rine.
or
Matthews would like to become a consumer advocate for

DEET

those with Lyme disease

be-

cause it is not well-known here

he said.

Matthews’
case
illustrates the
importance of early treatment
for Lyme disease to prevent the

Paap

pos

He

continues

to

recover

slowly, but he doesn’t know if
he

wil

ever return to either hik-

ing or golf.

Rain forest activists present slide shows
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Two rain forest activists who
worked in Ecuador will be on
campus to share their experiences tonight and tomorrow
~~
SU
student
-Sparrow
Jonathon Miller and
Douglas

mm
oe

6

ee
+ oo

the
Rainforest Information Center, will present slide shows on
their work.
The RIC coordinates seven
rojects in Ecuador. These include marking the boundaries
and protecting 1.5 million acres
of Huaorani Indian territory and
maintaining sustained yield tim= harvests in northwest Ecuaor.
The RIC also works with medicinal plant gardensand perma-

cess
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By Laura Naas
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n, who both work with

ceeres
00 8 oo

Mme

~ works to preserve
Ecuador's rain
forests, preserve
native plant species
and establish
appropriate
agriculture.

tee

culture models. Permaculture is
the use of appropriate technol-
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Baking Instructions

Murphy’s Pizza is made on a
specially
ed tray to bake in
isoven. wee is no need to
meee eee
. Just place
o pieen
a 425° oven for 15
atauaae and you have a HOT,
FRESH, pizza, ready to enjoy.

Miller, who lived in Ecuador
for 12 years as a child, took a

leave from HSU two years ago to

return to Ecuador to work with
RIC on the invitees ad
t
Ferguson, a rain forest a
r.
who directs RIC in Ecuado
“The rain forestis the greatest
university and I feel honored
be studying with her greates
disciples,” Miller said.
who
Millerisanethnobotanist
created a medicinal plant gar-

den at the Jatun Satcha Missouri

Biological Research Station,a
field research station for the
yi botanical
Missour
Univerofsit
gardens.
As an ethnobotanist, Miller
studies with shamans to learn
the cultural
and commercial uses
of native plants.
“We do pioneering research
on the propagatofion
rain forest
species that have never before
been cultivated,” Miller said.
Miller also helped create the
Los Cedros Biological Reserve
and Research Station on the west
coast of Ecuador.
Its purpose is to protect
Ecuador’s western coastal rain
forests in the face of 92 percent
forest loss, he said.

“Action is the anecdote to despair. It’s hard to see the forests
t
, so
being ri
apsoar
rapidly
on
we'retaking acti
on grass
roots
initative,” Miller said.
The RIC was started in Australia in 1980 by John Seed, a

pioneer in the rain forest move-

ment. The RIC was invited to
Ecuador in 1986.
Ferguson has spent the last
seven months touring England
and the United States present-

ing slide shows of his work with
RIC.

“We are
a flow of skilled
Jonathon
a

funding and
people like

to work with

RIC,”

said.
e

three-fold:

of the event is

first, to share infor-

mation on the work RIC is doing
in Ecuador
and letee know
why Humboldt R.A.I.N. supports it; second, to raise money
to support RIC projects; and

third, to have a

time being

inspired to work for the earth,”
said Dan Close of Humboldt
Rainforest Action International.
“With the whole world in such
abad state, there's really no hope.
It’s either miracles or nothing,”
F
n said. “People need to
understand the connection of
their own life with rain forests
and the planetary maintenance
function performed by them.”
Miller will present two slide
shows, “The Sacred Mountain”
and “The Garden,” tomorrow.
The two shows, sponsored by
Humboldt RA.LN., will be at
8:00 p.m. in the Kate Buchanan
Room.
A $5 to $10 donation is suggested. Proceeds will go directly
to RIC projects.
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A Jostens representative will be present at the
HSU Bookstore during the following times:

September 8", 9", & 10" - 10am to 4pm
Monday - Thursday 7:45am - 6:00pm

Friday 7:45am - 5:00pm

Closed Saturday & Sunday
Phone:
826 - 3741
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PACKAGE ONLY AT WELLS FARGO.
.

You can also apply for a special
College is expensive enough as it is.
Student Visa card:
That’s why Wells Fargo has designed
* First year free membership when you
Student ATM Checking” just for you—
sign up for overdraft protection.
at only $4.50 per month. Do all your
banking through the Wells Fargo Express” * All students — even entering freshmen
—are eligible to apply.
ATM and you'll get:
Openachecking account or apply for
¢ Checking free of monthly service charges
a credit card now. Sign up for both
every summer until you graduate.
and you'll get a free Wells Fargo T-shirt.
¢ Unlimited checkwriting with no
Wells Fargo. Banking built for the
minimum balance and no per-check
student budget.
charge. And free check storage.

|

|

¢ Free access to more than 1600

nalfone
service charge
pevtrorhddio
{01592 §3,00.al

ATMs statewide.
Wells Fargo Express

¢ Convenient 24-Hour person-to-person —_ mere transactions are made in a Wil eas
i

on Soukere

phone service.

Stop by your local Wells Fargo branch today:

Arcata Office, 1103 G Street, 822-3641

©1992. WEB N.A.
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ACADEMICS
hi
prime reaso for Delta Si
maintain an academic standing hig bl. AS er
campus average.

LEADERSHIP

IP program,
Through the ENGINEERED LEADERSH
lays campus

Vegetarian or meat
Happy Hour 3-5 Daily
tap beer specials
On Tap:

Sierra Nevada, Anchor F

Newcastle & Steelhead- lig

hor,
& dark

Sig prepares its members for
elta
codons aq tpmorrow’s community leaders.

Bala Se ban

BROTHERHOOD

is for life. As alumnus, you are

other Delta Sig alumnus across
ining over
e Unite States.

NATIONAL FRATERNITY
By Riedeing et conison goals, values an

ional

pursuits.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL

826-1876

854 9th Street, Arcata * 822-3441
(under the blue awning between H &I St.)

NTERAVRIS

COMING.

IN

TORER

OC

Fri Oct 2

Sat Oct 10
SPELLBINDING
TECHNIQUE FROM A
- MASTER GuiTaRIST

BRANFORD MARSALIS
Pio KE TS STUL

AVAILABLE!

BRANFORD
MARSALIS
AMERICA'S PREMIER
Jazz SAXOPHONIST
AND LEADER OF THE
TONIGHT SHOW BAND

SaT SEPT 12

SuN SEPT 20 8PM
VAN DUZER THEATRE

$12 HSU STUDENT
$15 GENERAL

Festival
of Strings
AN EXCITING EVENING

BLues GurTaR LEGEND

STYLES SPANNING THE@ «
ENTIRE GLOBE
SaT SEPT 26 8PM

7PM & 9:30PM

KaTE BUCHANAN ROOM

$15 HSU STUDENT
$20 GENERAL

$12 GENERAL

$7 HSU STUDENT

Herl Saunders
& The RainForest
Band

ALBERT
COLLINS
& THE
ICEBREAKERS
SuN SEPT 27 9PM
KATE BUCHANAN
ROOM

$12 HSU STUDENT
$15 GENERAL

OF STRING INSTRUMENT

VAN DUZER THEATRE

Two SHOWS

ALBERT Coun

““FEstIVA:, OF STRINGS IS SUPPORTED IN PART
WITH FUNDS FROM THE CALIFORNIA ARTS
COuNcH., A STATE ACENCY, AND THE

NaTional ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS, A
FEDERAL AGENCY.

UNiversiTy TICKET OFFICE
NELSON Hat East, HSU
THE New OuTDOOR STORE

ARCATA
THE Works
ARCATA &
EUREKA

Co

N
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Expanding acoustic boundaries

By Peter Narensky
LUMBERJACK STAFF

ising out of the muddle of
noise on the quad at noon, a

complex guitar rhythm accompanied by whatsounds
like a conga drum pierces the air.

A closer look reveals a guitar player
dressed in psychedelic purple and
undulating strangely to the music.
Simultaneously playing rhythm,
lead and percussion, the bearded man
behind his steel-strings breaks all the
orthodox rules of guitar playing as he expands Pink

Floyd’s “Pigs — Three Different Ones” into a jazzy,
free-form improvisation.
The performer is Jon Lukas, 24, an HSU

graduate

with a bachelor’s degree in music.
Lukas has the ability to make his unusual, oftencomplex musical creations easy to listen to. His use of
the acoustic guitar as a percussion instrument carries

well, and his left-hand technique on the fret-board
holds his songs together with hammer-ons and pulloffs composing the bass line.
With his right hand, Lukas alternates between creating percussion sounds by hitting the body of his
amplified guitar and tapping the fret-board to create
harmonics and harmonies. The result sounds like
three musicians performing instead of one.
Few artists play the steel-string in this demanding
fashion. Windham Hill recording artist Michael
Hedges, who pioneered the style, “had a huge impact” on Lukas’ guitar style. (Hedges will be performing Sept. 20 in HSU’s Van Duzer Theater.)
Like Hedges, Lukas faces the audience without ac-

companiment -— a preference that reflects his desire
for total freedom in musical delivery.
Even without the usual back-up musicians, audi-

Lumberjack photo by Matt Stary

ences groove to the funky sounds of Lukas’ originals
and cover tunes. One cover, his rendition of Talking
Heads’ “Slippery People,” never fails to fuel the crowd.
Lukas’ version of the Heads’ classic showcases his
singing as well as instrumental ability. He emulates
See Lukas, page 24
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Spreading peace

Pair brings message to HSU
prisoned Palestinian studentsto
will trips to Russia.
“Anahata carried her 12-string
here on our trip
guitar ev:
and led singing and ——~
such diverse places as Neve Shalom — Oasis of Peace — a place
where Palestinian and Israeli
families are learning to live toPalage
young
gether and encour
come
to
lis
Israe
and
ians
estin
and meet each other,” Eckart

By Julie Yamorsky

ancer and performer
Anahata Pauline Moore
and 73-year-old Arcata
peacenik Edilith Eckart recently
toured the Middle East to share
a message central to their lives
— “Mir y drujshba” — peace
and friendship.
“If you're really at peace, you
can’t sit quietly by yourself,”
Moore said. “You can’t possibly
ignore that theenvironmentand
le are suffering.”
M pkartand Moorewillpresent
the results of

eacemakin

Continued from page 23
Heads’ singer David Byrne to a
point — then extends Byrne's
style into an odd array of vocal
his mouth
yrotechnics. Pressing

against his head-set microphone,

Lukas hums spiraling melodies
and sputters percussion noises
while dancing ‘rantically to his

expanded version of the Heads’
anthem.
“The head-set microphone
gives mea lot of flexibility. I feel
constrained when singing intoa

stationary mic. With the headset I am able to include a lot of
the movements and visual effects that give my audiences a
total performance package,”
Lukas said.

Indeed, the sight of Lukas

pounding his guitar likeadrum,
puckering his lips to emit me-

lodic improvisations and gyrating himself wildly across the
stage draws theinterest of people

not normally associated with alternative music.

Lukas’ training in traditional

jazz and rock music has enabled

him to compose songs with a
universal appeal, whick allows
fans of popular music to enjoy

his performances, regardless of

how unusual it is.

isbut
weird,
ude
really
“Thatd

llike him,” said Daniel Cowan, a

22-year-old HSU journalism senior. Cowan,

who

witnessed

Lukas’ performance on the quad

Friday, Aug. 28, described himself as a fan of mainstream rap

music.

His bizarre useof the six-string

guitar reflects his rejection of the

norm, something

born from a

theme central to his life—weirdness.
“The world is a weird place
these days, and that can be seen

in all of us in that we're all kind
of weird. We should just accept
thatand grow with it. The world
is ina

state of change right now,

none of us can see where it’s
going and instead of fighting the
change, we should all join together,” Lukas said.
Lukas’ songs contain pain and

confusion, as well as hope and
happiness. In “I Share Air,”
Lukas writes:
Were my mind that of the everpresent Earth
And my voice that of the over
looking sky
Words would not fail
Find their way to the crashing
down of mind on spirit
To the living metal tunnels
through our interrupted lives
Paused for one moment
Upon this lifetime of slanted
inflection of human direction
Saturday Lukas performed at
the Folklife Festival and opened
for local reggae group Heartbeat
the Friday before. He will play at

uad.

With his abundance of origi-

nality and commitment to his

craft, Lukas may not be hoping
for long.
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Empowerment

really needs to

.

ve

‘4%

and

there

us to really un-

for Peacemeaking and

somebody who

be

anything negative.
“It’s time for

ANAHATA PAULINE
MOORE
Peace activist and performer

Admission is
$5, but Moore
said, “if there’s

they don’t have
the money, their energy is still
welcomed.”
Eckert and Moore traveled

derstand what
, our.

foreign

policy has done

to other countries. Our govern-

ment really has manipulated
and disrupted our views of the
Middle East,” Moore said.
Sunday, a workshop including “holding hands, singing,
chanting, and praying together,”
will be offered 9:30 a.m. - 4:30

with Earthstewards Network,an

organization dedicated to “ranacts of kindness,”
dom, senseless
ranging from writing letters requesting the release of an im-

p.m. in Goodwin Forum for $50,

with limited scholarship funds
available.
Pre-registration and information is available by calling 8221606.
The workshop will he based
on different ways of empowerle and helping them
in
crac their “se f-hood.”
beanew word
to ds
“There nee
in our language that says it better than power,” Eckart said.
“When we empower you, that is
over
not to say you have
other people. It’s the opposite of.
helplessness. It’s effectiveness.
;
It’s having the energy.”
Eckart converted a room in
her home into the Center for
Creative Peacemaking, a library
of booksand films about ways to
“promote peacein’ the global

community.”

Moore

said"

Eckart’s flowers bloom all
around her, “because they
wouldn’t dare not to.”
“I hope we can all come to-,
gether and share our collective
wisdom,” Moore said. “When
you come into the presence of a
very powerful person like
Edilith, you can tell it. 1 want to

help empower people so they
can find the strength to act, and
when they act, to act decisively
and with political conviction.”

Used Books

HY

ORS CEVA

the North Country Fair Saturday, Sept 19, at 2:30 p.m.

He also just completed a professionally produced video including four originals and his
cover of “Slippery People.” The
video represents Lukas’ style
nicely and is available for $10
through CenterArts.
Lukas, now an administrative
assistantatCenterArts, looks forward toa performing career that
will begin to bear the fruitsof his
intense devotion to his music.
He's hoping his increased activity in the Arcata area will expand his audience beyond that
of the casual passer-by in the

“Once

government

ment,” which
will include

Lukas

on Me as
ae
the language
ring
explo
tary film
roots of
the
of Aramaic and
oa
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“Our
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Jon Lukas entertains students in the Quad with his guitar antics
Friday, Aug. 28.
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Literary society provides
educational alternatives
By Kirsten Frickle

A

o enhance and
more diverse

otea

Who: Humboldt
Literary Society
What: Multi-discipline
discussions lead by gues? faculty
When: Every other Thursday
beginning Sept. 17

educational

experience, the Humboldt
Literary Society will present a
series of free and informal discussion groups.
Zée Hare-Lockwood, co-chair
of the literary society council,
said the society is designed to
give people an opportunity to
explore and become more per-

Tickets: Sessions are free and
open to the public. informa-

tion Is available
at 826-3160

theories and issues that are relevant not only to the English

sonally involved in literature.

course of study but other disci-

The HLS will hold its meetings ina casual off-campus environment every other
Thursday
beginning Sept. 17.
“It’s not the impersonal process of going to a class and listening to a lecture,” Hare-

plines as well.

Scheduled presentations for
this semester include:

¢ Sept. 17: Victor Golla, professor of Native American studies and ethnic studies, will discuss linguisticand cultural trans-

Lockwood said. “It’s a very ca-

lation problems.
¢ Oct. 1: Karen Carlton, director of English composition, will
discuss medieval women writers.
© Oct. 15: Vince Gotera, assistant professor of English, will

sual atmosphere — very relaxed
and warm.”
Literature crosses over into
many other fields of study, and
the HLS offers an opportunity to
explore other
subjects
by discussing authors, works,

movements,

LQLL-2Z8

Fine Arts

conduct a slide presentation on
science fiction cover art.
¢ Oct. 29: Delores McBroome,
assistant professor of history and
director of women’s
ies, will head a discussion
on Black women novelists.
e Nov. 12: James Johnson, English
r, will discuss
medieval
brass rubbings.
¢ Nov. 19: Robert Burroughs,
English professor, will lead adiscussion on 12 poems by Edward
Thomas.
¢ Dec. 3: Mary Ann Creadon,

assistant professor of English,
will discuss post-structuralist
cinema.
Discussions may carry over to
the following Thursday if neces-

sary.
The HLS also plans to offer

more activities this semester, including poetry readingson openmike days and presentations in

connection with the theater department, Hare-Lockwood said.
More

on

the

Humboldt Literary Society is
available at 826-3160.

HEATHER

BOLING/ THE LUMBERJACK

English majors Zé6e Hare-Lockwood (left), Rebecca Christensen
and Kevin Tolley all volunteer their time to run HLS.
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Michael Hedges brings his unique
acoustic-guitar technique to HSU

Acoustic guitar virtuoso
Michael Hedges will play Van
Duzer Theater next ... No, he

won’ t just play. He'll tap, strum,

hammer, pull-off, fingerpick,
his
slash, bang, bend and
instrument (and probably a few
plays at
minds, too) when he
y.
from
HSU a week
Hedges’ unique masteryof the
acoustic guitar (many great guitarists have laid fingers on electric guitars) carved a niche for
the Windham Hill recording artist early in his career.
That niche, refined with his
recorded material, continues to
become defined in he live
have garperformances, which

foe

|

Preview
Who: Michael Hedges
What: Sole “acoustic thrash”
and “savage myth” guitar
Where: Van Duzer Theater

When: 8 p.m. Sunday, Sept 20
Tickets: $12 HSU students/$15
at the New Outdoor

Store in Arcata, The Works in
and the
Eureka/Arcata
University Ticket Office.

nered critical praise across the

country.

playing astounds
its sound and its

Hedges’
both through

visuals — sound because of the

Name: Phil Kutno

intricate chord changes, harmonpercussion
ics and rhythms (asin

rhythms), and through the e

because it just doesn’t look like
normal guitar playing. But
normality’s not the issue; a selfdefined style like nothing an
acoustics guitar's ever experienced is.
In the age of sampling and
techno-wizardry, watching
Hedges work his guitar is probably the only way to appreciate
his style — and the sounds that
style breeds.
Appreciation begins at 8 p.m.
Sunday, Sept. 20, in HSU’s Van
Duzer Theater.
— Lance Wellbaum

Brewery scraps concert hall

By Drew Schultz
C

The International Beer Gardens, Humboldt Brewery’s
showcase for local and international musical acts, has been removed to give the brewery more
brewing space.
“We depended on the ticket
sales to cover the cost of booking
the performers,” Brewmaster
Steve Parks said. “The sale of
beer at the concerts was the only

If the
money we were
shows didn’t sell out we
wouldn't make a profit.”
Deborah Lazio, of Deborah
Productions,

Lazio

which

booked shows for the Brewery,
said she booked too many concerts at the Beer Gardens for a
small community that couldn't
keep up with so many shows.
Lazio, whose two-year contract with the Brewery ended in
March, now books shows at the
Arcata Theater.

» SWEATSHI
R

TS

TS LUN MEO)NS

a lalate

Home town: Freehold,
New Jersey

Age: 27
Claim to fame: Kutno sells posters of his complex line

gsts and fairs.
at concer
drawin

SCREENPRINTING
Hours: Mon.- Sat.
10 a.m.- § p.m.

O
a

>

822-6838

Sunny Brae Center

Oo ale

Arcata

* JURA

Discou nts
SB
tiemnited time on

they would be perfect to hang on the bathroom wall, to
contemplate reality,” Kutno said.

eHis job: “I'm an alternative optovisionary engineer.”
eMixing mediums: “I've made a commitment to

realm of
hin
painting and that is my poetry. Witthe

mixed medium — | never have. |
ng
tiuse
| don’t
pain

think if you set parameters, you can make a language

within those parameters. But once you break those

“I’m working on opening another nightclub in Arcata,” Lazio

said. “We're going through dealings to get a building right now,
and maybe in three months it
will be ready.”
The Brewery makes about
45,000 kegs of beer a year. After
the installation of the new facility, brewing capacity will jump
to about 450,000 kegs a year.
Small concerts featuring local
acts are still scheduled in the
Brewery, and international acts
are also a possibility. Capaci
for these shows, however, will
only be 100 to 150 people.

parameters, you have to create a whole new
language.”

eOther painters: “I'm a big fan of painting. | love to get

up and put my nose in it.”

einspiration: Erika Derkas, his girlfriend. “She never

complains about lack of money or time that | spend

&
fis

Woody Allen family style values.
9 Peoples endorses

© #8 We're starting our Christmas give away lists early this year.

in

the studio.”
: “Once | started getting Into my work |
eOn
realized | had to make a lifestyle change. | realized |
tng and doing the things | was doing
partyi
coulbedn
do it.”
and paint ... | just can't
Kutno’s latest work, a series of paintings titled
“Invasion of Pyramid Man and Other Conceptual

indignities,” is now on display in the Art building's
Foyer Gallery.
— Reported by Daniel Dworkin
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He’s been doing one a

year, for the past four or five years. “| always thought
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Cultural Center in Old
Town, Eureka, until

Sept. 23.

ROBERT SCHEER’ THE LUMBERJACK

Pastels return to Arcata Plaza
children’s perspective on art,”
Flatmo said.

By Bill McLellan
CUMBERJACK STAFF
Artists spend a lifetime creating
the
end
ists

a work
test of
at the
know

they hope will stand
time. But this weekArcata Plaza, the arttheir work may only

last a week or two — provided it

doesn’t rain.

Artists will use chalk instead

of paint and the sidewalk in-

stead of canvas for the fifth annual “Pastels on the Plaza,”
benefit for NorthcoastChildren’s
Services (NCS). The exhibition
of sidewalk chalk art, featuring
nationally known local artists,
starts Saturday at 1 p.m.

Williams said peopleenjoy the
“silent aspect” of the event as

they walk around the Plaza and
see the artists create. “It’s fun to
see art change and grow as the
day goes on,” she said.

bimacens calls the sidewalk art
n “amazing medium” and said

that the Arcata Plaza is perfect
for the event.

While rain can shorten the life

span of the sidewalkart, the form
has other enemies, such as bike

riders. Flatmo asks that cyclists
don’t ride on the drawings for at
least a week or two, or until the

rain washes the art away, leav-

ing only the memory of “Pastels
on the Plaza.”
More information is available
from Northcoast Children’s Services, 822-7206.

Sue Williams, project manager
for the Arcata Downtown Business Community, said each artist has a sponsor who gives between $50 and $250 to NCS.

Pastels on the Plaza raised

$5,000 last year, all of which went

to NCS. Williams said the funds

raised will be used to build a
pre-school.
Local artist Duane Flatmo calls
the exhibit a “temporary expression that will be washed away in
rain,” and said one of his favorite parts is the chance to catch up
with other area artists.
Flatmo, who usually works

ss Hour: prices ‘till the end
of

the.game

°640z pitchers only $3.50

with acrylics, said he hopes the

public will see the sidewalk art

and investigate the artists’ work
in other mediums.
Although the sidewalk around

the Plaza will display the work
of adult artists, children are invited to use the walkways in the
center of the Plaza for their chalk

alley: West. Blvd. ¢ hacete
101 to Guintolt ‘Exit (next to McDonald's)

art (pastels will be provided free
of charge). The event “boosts

~

822-4861

ae
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TIGU s Second Bonual Casi Msi Fundraiser

‘A Classical Event:
An Afternoon with KHSU

‘Budweiser.

at the Fieldbrook.K Winery
Sunday, September 13, from 2 until 4:30 p.m.

Intramural
sign-ups still
occuring
(Forbes 151)

Featuring:

Ben Tankersley, Master of Ceremonies
Leira Satlof ‘ind the CelliAmici
John Brecher and Carol Jacobson: duocelli
Cynthia Graebner, Lourin Plant, Charles Cohen,
Ann Marie Wooley: 16th and 17th century music
e The Union Brass Co.
Your $15 donation ($7.50 for children) inchailes
the fine music, hors d’ouevres, and desserts. Award
-winning Fieldbrook wine will be available for $2
a glass.
e
©
©
©

Look for Intramural booth on quad,
win a free T-shirt.

Drop-in
Recreational
hours still
available

Tickets available at Berliner's Cornucopia, Eureka © Wildwood Music, Arcata

%,

Humboldt
Short-course
Triathlon

We accept Visa,
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Volleyball 7:45 p.m.
Football 8:30 p.m.

nop and compare our quality and prices and we
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|
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Sept. 16 — East Gym
Soccer 7 p.m.
Basketball 7:45 p.m.
Raquetball / Lacrosse
8:30 p.m.
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MasterCard, Discover
and ATM cards.

Sept. 27, 10 a.m.
Managers Meetings:
Sept. 15 — East Gym
Softball 7 p.m.
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Spikers lose a battle but win war
a |

By Nicholas Paredes Ill
el

Ul

The HSU women spikers began their season victoriously as
they overcame a first-game loss
to beat Seattle Pacific in a fivegame match Thursday night.
A near-capacity crowd in the
East Gym was thrilled by the
Lumberjacks
as they
fought back
to end the match at 5-15, 15-10,
15-13, 5-15, 15-7.
To win, the Lumberjacks had
to overcome a height disadvantage as the Falcons had 48
blocked shots and 31 blocked
assists.

On the other side of the net,
HSU blocked only five shots and
twoassists, a combined total that
was less than their nine errors.
Head coach Dan Collen
_—said,“We were obviously not

going to win with height.”

With no big people, the Lumberjacks had to pass.
“We didn’t make good
the first game and we lost,” said
Collen.
But once the team members
conquered

the “first-game jit-

ters,” they passed the ball to vic-

tory.

Janay Bainbridge, who returned to volleyball after two
years

of basketball

action,

sparked the ‘Jacks ascent.

Although the ball was set to
her only three times in the first
game, she finished the match kill-

ing 18 shots in 48attempts while
making just four errors.
Defensively, Bainbridge dug
15 shots and blocked two.
“I just wasn’t ready in the first
game,” Bainbridge said. “Ididn’t
realize how difficult and confusing it would be. I've had good
practices, but a game situation is
completely different.”
But after the first game “we -

The crowd joined HSU's volleyball squad in the East Gym

just wanted to take it to them, no
let up,” she said.
Although no freshmen started
for the Lumberjacks, at game

point in the fifth set, Collen inserted one.

Designated server Erin Mutch

strolled on to the court to serve

the winning point and put away
the match.

“It wasn’t an ace, but Idid my

MATT STARY/ THE LUMBERJACK
to celebrate the Lumberjacks’ victory in their season opener.

job,” Mutch said. “As a backup
setter, I was glad I was given the

chance to comein and fire up the

This season, however, Tamra

Di Bacco, who last played volleyball three years ago, has the serv-

team.”

ing position under control witha
total of 47 assists.

with her role on the team now
but looks to the future.

“I was so anxious, I just wanted
to get the first game under my

Mutch said she has to be happy

“Maybe!'ll seta little this year,
but have three more years here,
and I'll get plenty of opportunities,” Mutch said.

belt,” Di Bacco said.
Jennifer Yanez was second in

assists with five.
Yanez also had three kills in

nine attempts.

With 19

digs, Abby Ackroyd's

HSU career record reached 606,
best in school history.

The women return
to the court
tonight when they face Western
n State College at 7 p.m.
in the East Gym. The match will

be the last home contest this
month for the Lady Lumberjacks.

Defense leads way to Lumberjack victory
™@ The Lumberjacks turn their focus this week to
Western Montana in their quest for another winning
season. After several years of a drought, victories
poured down for the ‘Jacks last season.
By Kevin Melissare

TUMBERUACK STAFF

The Arcata fog descended onto Southern California to darken the dreams of
victory for the Azusa Pacific Cougars.
but it was a win for the
It wasn’t
gridders who defeated the
Lumberjack
Cougars 24-7 on Saturday.
Although the ugly season opener was
full of fumbles and interceptions, the
‘Jacks pulled away in the fourth quarter
to nail down the victory.
The ‘Jacks showcased at Cougar Sta-

backfield featuring four backs.
Before the HSU backfield rolledup 168
yards and 15 points, its defense led the
assault giving the ‘Jacks the first nine
.
ints of the
P pefore the anaes inside linebacker
Reggie Bolton said HSU's defense would
take advantage of the Cougars’ slow offensive line.
He fulfilled his promise when he, defensive lineman Wes McGarity and the
rest of the defense repelled the enemy's
ground attack, burrying it in a negative
yardage effort.
Strong safety Larry Bolton’s 210-

of Coach Whitmire while Robert Fisher's
fumble recovery in the end zone gave the
‘Jack's a seven-point lead.
The Cougars contributed to their own
burial with seven fumbles and two interons.
owever, with four fumbles and one
interception of their own, it wasn’t all
roses for the Humboldt gridders.
Head Coach Whitmire said 14 total
game turnovers between the two teams
was an absurd number — even for the
first game.
Whitmire did not sell out on the idea of
first game jitters as the reason for so
many mistakes.
“Extra effort and aggressive play”
caused most of the lose balls, said
Whitmire.
The Cougars fumbled because of HSU’s
harsh physical contact, not their mental
mistakes.
Lumberjack starting quarterback GarVig
ab mpleted 5 of 13 attempts
eve

for 62 yards and one interception.
While splitting time with Montana,
backup
Chris Oswald guided
the’ Jacks toa couple fourth
scores
by completing 4 of 8 passes for 22 yards,
one a four-yard touchdown toss to Eric
Scott.
The two
cks distributed their
nine total passes evenly to seven receivers.
Whitmire said the decision to split time
between Montana and Oswald was “by
design rather than circumstances.
The ~~ plan included playing time
for bo
;
Cougar
quarterback Paul Ulibarri, who
clagee tee
U last season, completed 8
of 13 passes for 82 yards in his team’s
losing effort.
The Lumberjacks will continue their
quest for a second consecutive winning
season when they line up against Western Montana in Redwood Bow! this Saturday at 7 p.m.
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Runner faces adversity

LOS

eh

BAGEL
BAKERY
AND CAFE

Quitting
is never an option for
runner Chris
country
cross
Parmer.
Last year’s national championship race was held in 10
gree weather witha strong wind
chill and snow flurries in
Edwardsville, Ill.
Only 200 meters into the
10,000-meter race a North Daae a.
— —
ipped it
off. He

into his hand

ia
=

=.

Sere

=,

>

O61 I STREET
ee
ARCATA

threse it to his

coach and kept running.
“All I could think is that if I
t the race because I lost my
, |would be letting the team
n
down. So it was never an
said
going,”
kept
just
I
to stop.
Parmvi, a 22-year-old physical

“=

=

321 3° STREET
EUREKA

¢ September Special |
50% off
Live Horse

education senior.
Coach Dave Wells said it was

irrational to keep
under
those conditions, but “It was as
you do in battle; you do things
you normally wouldn’t do.”
his foot
At the end of the race,
felt like a stump, Parmer said.
But his 32nd place gave the team
a third place finish.
By finishing in the top 40 runnersand maintaining
a 3.25 GPA,
Parmer qualified as an academic
All-American.
Last year’s national champi-

Racing

onship race was not the first time
Parmer faced adversity — he
endured knee surgery one year
before.

via satellite

t

Redwood Acres Fairgrounds
Doors open at 11 a.m. Wed. - Sun.
Friday Twilight Racing doors open at 4 p.m.
+ Large multi-screen coverage

ays

Admission $3
50% off with student I.D.
must be 18 years of age

re

mama

y=——
—

“I would do whatever it took

to get back,” Parmer said, “including having to wait three

months before I could resume

training.”

Parmer suffered from a
buildup of tissue in his knee
known as fatty pad syndrome.
Although thes
was minor compared
to other typesof

DAVIO KLEINPETERY THE LUMBERJACK

Chris Parmer returns as one of the top Lumberjack striders.
don’t offer scholarships, Parmer
HSU. He works
chose to enroatll
Toaapediencatinlped Peeser 20 hours weekly to help finance
learn the in and outs of the sport his education.
Chris
“Any one or two things
through the school of hard
does amazes ‘me,” Wells said.
knocks, Wells said. Though
has
he
“When you add up work, runprone,
injury
is
Parmer
.
ning and school you get an imalways been able to recover
excelled pressive package. Once the rehasgh
ou
Parmer
Alth
while at HSU, he wasn’t a sults are seen both in the classstandout athlete until he discov- room and on the track people
can tell Parmer is a quality indiered running as a teen in Van
vidual.”
Buren, Mont.
For Parmer, running is a
“When I was growing up |
at lifestyle, and work is necessary
was small, so I wasn’t
in order to keep doing what he
team sports,” he said.
After being cut from the foot- really loves.
“On a spiritual level it can be
ball team in grade school Parmer
surreal running through the
decided to go.out for track.
“I knew I would make the Red woodsatdusk, with the fading light slanting through the
team,” he said.
trees,” Parmer said.
For three years he won every
l or saRunning can be pla
mile run he entered, and in the
‘
grade he broke the 5- distically
eighth
er. Parmer took his thing is that I enjoy the pain.”
minute
Parmer’s determination will
success on the track to the cross
be on display at the Beau Precountry trails in his sophomore
Golf Course in McKinleyville
year in high school.
this Saturday at 10:30 a.m.
Although the Lumberjacks

for current info call (707) 445-3037
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true colors.

Discover
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Veteran club ends season

PHOTO COURTESY/
BRAD JOB

Shannon

Moore of the Agent Orange softball team gears up for the championship geme.

By Mike Krause
(UMBERUACK STA

ishing second to the blue
eS, s champ, Tomas.
tOrangeand Tomas
pra
de

Waters.
Jimager
said player-man

the final two, 16-2 and 7-6.
In both losses Agent Orange
had only eight players against
Tomas’ ten
The team used three outfielders and three infielders, while
Tomas had four of each.
At first Agent Orange played
with a first baseman,third
baseman, and someone standing on second base, with no
shortstop.
Once it was evident that the
infield configuration wasn’t
working, the team decided to

league wore tavttad to the state
fying tournament
from Arta, Agent
Everette’s
and Lyles Roofing ‘omas opted
».
watAt ihe state tournament, the
East Bay teams had a great ad-

tion vacant.When this tactical
decision was implemented,
Tomas washeld to only tworuns
in the final three inni
blowout
“The first game wasa
until we found how to compen-

oo"
playing

While most Americans have

The final
every

conable aif wich
waich they

been busy rooting for their fa-

ao

vorite baseball team, a few
Arcatans have taken to the field

themselves.

Team a

=

main]

——
U.S.

comveterans,

of whichareHSU students,

ean: their boyhood-baseball
oun by reaching the state
sulin

tournament for sow

Pithe road to the state
ifying tournament lasted
three
months and 20 games, 17 of

which were victories. The final

battle was held over Labor Day
“Sa in Martinez, Calif.

leave the first baseman’s posi-

finished league
lay
on

ms

cia

a 14-1 record, ae a

showing in the eightdeetinetiiamnedes

and Recreation’s C-2 league.
The post season double-elimination tournament

lasted

five

games with Agent Orange fin-

was a more
aeeanens er

a iets

the C-2

Humboldt
NORML Presents

Hemp

Fest West ‘92

SATURDA Y, SEPTEMBER 26, 1982

Reintiae race ne scat oo oon

SECOND ANNIVERSARY

nee over the other teams,”

Waters referring to the
said
player-umpire relationships that

were

t. “At one point in

the game the second baseman
and the umpire were talking
about going out for beers after
the game. I don’t want to have it
sound like sour grapes, but the

could have

The overall team batting average was .468, while their on-base

sate for the missing player(s),”

September9 - 19, 1992
Please join us in celebration of

our second anniversary.
The community has supported
us enthusiastically.
Now it's time to say thanks
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9¢ Including
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i Streets

with unbeatable savings on
merchandise from Moonstone,
Patagonia, Dana Designs,
Gregory, Eagle Creek,
Cascade Designs, and
Outdoor Research.
With discounts of up to 50%
on many items, this is the time
to treat yourself to the

satisfaction of owning
outdoor clothing and equipment
that not only works better,

but lasts for years and years.
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1563 G Street * Northtown Arcata + 826-0851
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HSU sportevents for September

Veteran

Football:

page 31
fromued
¢ Contin

19 at St.

unafraid to send a woman into

|

Mary’s

with their pick for sec- | 26 at S. Oregon
combat

“JUST

8
OVER

Hours:

THE

M-F

822

FOOTBRIDGE”

8am

to Spm

- 2481

,
wae
was the first
She

ea a

alth Insurance

heap!

woman to | SOCCET:

-2 men's
, theleague.
team
“Overall

is

nagiey sil Paap Ronse donnie

Enrollment is now open and will provide
coverage through August 24, 1993.

Coverage for dependents is also available.

Brochures are available at the
A.S. business Office

,

South Lounge,
University Center

1:30 p.m.

3 p.m.

9 Simon Fraser

4 p.m.

11 UC Santa Cruz

2 p.m.

12 The Master’s College

=—

25 San Jose State

Community recreation

26 Westminster College
28 at Grand Canyon

rumen

Recreat

Student Health Insurance

real

1 p.m.

College

1 pm.

Notre eDame
of ag
Wes. | 19 Coll
tg wurnneaidnt’
The nny: Ste and

At $352 it’s something to sing about

7 p.m.

Western Montana
Se12pt

‘Tien ‘ialies Waeaa toade

mae

7:20

p.m.
3 p.m.

sy:
Countr
Crossen’
Men’s/Wom

Sept. 12 Humboldt invitational

TBA

McKinleyville

TBA

19 at Stanislaus St.

-Co-edvolieybailformen | | Volleyball:
See ® ~_ end | | Sept. 9 W. Ore St. College
Fridays

from 7-9 p.m. at

the Sunny _

on

11

7:30 p.m.
All day

at Davis

All day

12 at Davis

4p.m.

School gym—$1 pern

19 Oregon Tech

16 years and older on

25 at Fort Lewis, Colorado

7:30 p.m.

. Basketball for women | | 19 S. Oregon St.

from s7-9 p.m.at
Thursday
the Sunny

Brae

Middle

School gym—S$1 per night.

pum.

All day

All day

26 at Fort Lewis, Colorado
SOURCE: HSU sports information
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akfast
Breto
er Hours Bars
We’ve now added Thursday nights to our
weekend...so come visit us!!
eTHURSDAY-SATURDAY 11 p.m.-3 a.m.°¢

ALSO...
q, 1 99 BREAKFAST SPECIAL
s
MON-FRI. 7 a.m.-10 a.m.
and
Sat. & Sun. CHAMPAGNE BRUNCH!!

|| Every Wednesday 9p.m. to midnight:
FREE Salsa & Chi plus Margaritas

$2.50 :

Breakfast served until 3 p.m. daily

¢ 1057 H Street ° Arcata °
¢ 822-4650 «
Private Parties Available

~ Regular hours: Mon. thru Fri. 7 a.m to 3 p.m.
Sat. & Sun 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
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Late Nite Happy Hour 9p.m. to midnight

|
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Baysinger hits the books after NFL detour
Oe

ears

Baysinger said. “I wouldn’thave

B. Recio

traded the experience for any-

After being waived last week
by the New
Patriots,
Freeman Baysinger is back at
HSU.
A football career is still in the
- future, but for now Baysinger’s
number one priority is to com-

plete his degree in social work.

“I was upset about —
waived, but I’m also ee
return to school and finish my
d
/” said Baysinger.
hosen 333rd in the 12th
round of last spring’s draft, the
5’9”, 170-Ib. wide receiver and
kick-off returner
many
coaches with his slashing 4.3second speed in the 40-yard
dash
Baysinger survived the first
cut when the roster was reduced
to60 players,
but when thecount
went down to 47, Baysinger was

sent packing.

“It was exciting to go to places
like the Hoosier Dome (in
napolis)
and be on the field in
front of thousands of people,”
he said.
The other players on the team
were from big schools like University of Nebraska, Penn State,
Michigan State and Notre Dame.
“They always would ask me,
‘Where is Humboldt State?’”
Baysinger
said.
While
a
Lumberjack,
Baysinger rolled up 5,915 allpurpose yards while scoring 29

touchdowns.
In his senior season alone, he
crossed the end zone 14 times
and hauled in 43 receptions for
727ee

—

Northern

the

California Athletic

us.”

Baysinger’s most prized
memory with the Patriots was a
kick-off return for 30 yards. Unfortunately, he saw minimal
playing time and that single run
was his only actual game time.
“I was nervous when I caught
the ball,” said Baysinger. “My
legs were doing something totally different from what my
mind was doing.”
This semester Baysinger’s
mind will not be in professional
football. His concentration will
beon school workand the weight
room, where he will
to
return some day to the professional ranks.
“T’ll be back,” said Baysinger.

FILE PHOTOY THE LUMES JACK

Baysinger sparked the ‘Jack's offensive attack his senior year.

Conference 1991 player of the
year.
Lumberjack

wont was fun while it lasted,”

receiver coach

Yogurt

Frozen
( With

inger was named

Eric Allen said, “He is ne 8
gifted arid special player.
we needed the big play, he was
always there to provide it for
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Video Games @
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game

Ask us about our
Party Plan
Birthday
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TREK 800

This 1992 Trek Mountain Bike is
ideal for both town and trail riding. The Trek 800 is equipped
with the latest shimano components enhanced by Trek quality
and frame design.
x21 Speed Shimano
Hyperglide

vx Rapid Fire Push Shifting
vxQR Wheels and Seat
vx Chromoly Frame
vx Low Profile SLR Brakes
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EDITORIAL

Wedn

Not in my back yard:
Irrational opposition
obody likes the idea of
trees being harvested in

their own neck of the
woods. The sight of a clearcut
conjures images of moonscapes
and
raises fears that the earthscape will
soon resemble that of its satellite.
Such imagesand fearscoulddoom
the Timber Harvest Plan (THP) of
the 83-acre McDowell property,
which borders HSU and the
Community Forest. False cries of
“clearcut in the Community Forest” have been circulated around
campus. In fact, there is no clearcut
proposal, nor is the property part of
the Community Forest.
The misinformation spread by
certain environmentalists discredits
the legitimate environmental
movement that has forced many
positive changes in timber harvest
practices.
. When extremists or the uninformed use falsities and scare tactics
to push their agenda they
degenerate to the level of timber
. companies that sometimes scar the

land with over-cutting.

;

By discouraging the harvest of

small parcels for.the wrong reasons,
opponents force more intensive,
perhaps detrimental logging

practices in other areas, whether it

be the backwoods of Humboldt
County or the rain forests of South
America, to meet worldwide
demand for wood products.
Irrational opposition to all timber
harvesting in recent years has
caused many owners of small tracts

to abandon sustained yield and opt
forcut-and-run measures out of fear
that

future

regulation

would

strangle their logging efforts.
The forester who developed the
THP for the McDowell property has
developed sustained-yield harvesting programs for many private
landowners of small parcels in
Humboldt County. He does not
advocate moonscapes.
Environmentalists, foresters, the
Department of Forestry and
neighbors need to beconcerned with

the actual forest practices outlined
in a THP. A true environmentalist

must look at the whole earthscape
and the effects of narrow decisions
on the broad picture.

All pfoperty® borders other
property. The McDowell THP
should

be evaluated

based

on

relevant facts, not based on the fact
that the logging would occur in our
own back yard.

Letters to ihe edifor
But the man was ready to hit my friend,
not to listen to us, so we quietly agreed

Dress for success

When we heard something whiz overhead — twice — while the guns (we

It’s the first day of school and I’m remembering when my folks would buy
me a new shirt or something — back to
school clothes.
An interesting bumper sticker had me
thinking about what people would be
wearing on opening day. There are a
variety of styles here. Fortunately we have
some diversity. The bumper sticker has
to do, though, with those who hope to

counted two) were being fired, the mood

with everything
he said after hearing more
threats like “... And there will be plenty

‘to the beach around the bend. The shoot-

more shooting in te future.”

achieve, to excel, to go somewhere,

to

make something of themselves. It said:
“Dress for success — wear a white pe-

nis.”

Don Naylor
technology
industrial
senior,

Shooting rights?
The three of us were eer
Arcatans turned sun-questers.We drove
to Maple Creek and parked at the first
bridge near a dozen other vehicles.
Three minutes down-river from the
main beach-we had our own little beach,
quiet enough — until the shooting.

drastically altered. We walked upstream

A local family from Maple Creek, with
whom we shared the beach, informed us
it was not uncommon for theownerof the
adjoining land to shoot over sun-bathers’

I have always lived far away, physi-

NOTRES-

cally, from warfare. It was the first time
— I hope the last — I did not have to use
my imagination to hear gunfire aimed at

PASSING? Any fences, a boundary of
any sort — even the hint of a marijuana
patch? Not.
Even if there had been a sign posted,

Dan Levinson
Arcata

Werethereany signs posted,

ing ceased.

what right does someone have to shootat
us? Some communication skill.

me.

heads. We wondered if it would do any
good to call some sort of authority about
it.

Statement

On the way out, we passed what we
supposed would be the gate and mailbox

of the property from where the

of policies

guns were

|
|

fired. My friend stepped out of the car to
read the name on the fence, when a jeep
pulled up.
The driver got out, asked what we were
doing, and when he heard the word
“shooting” as part of the cut-off explanation, face to face shouted that he and
other property owners have every right
to shoot at trespassers.
He began to threaten us: “Maybe you'd

Questions regarding the editorial content of The Lumberjack should be directed to the
editor.

The Lumberjack editorial is written based on the majority opinion of the newspaper's

editorial board.

|

Guest columns and opinion articles reflect the opinions of the writers, not necessarily
those of The Lumberjack or its staff members. The Lumberjack welcomes submissions for
guest columns. Submissions must be typed and less than 600 words.

|

Letters to the Editor can be mailed or delivered to The Lumberjack, Nelson Hall East 6,
HSU, Arcata, Calif. 95521. Letters must be received by 5 p.m. Friday, and must be 200
words or less. Letters and guest columns must include the writer's name, city, phone

like me to rub your face in some of the

trash and shit left behind by you people.”
Personally, [had packed out some stray
trash that very day, still had it with me.

a

number, and major and year in schoo! if from a student. They are subject to editing tor

grammar, style, content and length.

|
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What the Rodney King verdict can teach HSU
By Dioscoro R. Recio

Thursday, April 30, 1992:
Whatanastounding
day! Tension, tears,
dismay, disheartenment — no justice, no
ce!

I started the day lathered with news
reports of the Rodney King trial verdict
and riots, which have now spread nationwide. And I will undoubtably
finish the
day in the same fashion.
This morning, my housemate Kevin
and I walked
to the quad asa large crowd
- assembled to express their outrage and
confusion through an open microphone.
And here are some of the quotes that
echoed in my mind:
“When I go to Don’s Donuts at midnight I hear people making fun of the
Cambodian workers.”
“America’s golden rule is: people with
the money make the rules.”
“There are two Americas — the black
man’s and the white man’s.”
“All of you white males, Iam talking to
you. You have the power to make a difference or just turn the other cheek.”
“As a white
male I am the oppressor,
the accused. I feel your pain.”
“No you don’t!”
“Asa black man, I have not seen much
progress in race relations in the last 400
years.
“People have no belief in the judicial
system. We can do nothing,
and still get
blamed for it. Just by walking into stores,
we get looks of conviction.”
“Not just blacks are rioting and looting, but everyone, including whites.”
“What does it take for us to get along?”
“The
past
generations have done nothing to deal with racial issues. They have
donenothing. Now, itis your generation’s
turn to do something about it.”
“It’s unfortunate that it takesa tragedy
like this to bring a
together.”
Later this day I find myself glaring at
the television screen. I think George Bush

just said he’s doing everything in his
power to correct this miscarriage of justice. Another cup of decaf and a Bear
Claw please!
Asa Filipino-American and a member
of the Asian Student Union, I sit here in
Don’s Donuts waiting for someone to
talk shit. What would I do if someone
said something “funny.” I don’t know,
probably kick their ass. Maybe I’m just
going crazy.Probably.I'm too tired tosleep
and too pissed to ponder.
The relevance to HSU
That date in my journal sticks out like
the Gulf crisis — still unsolved and as
touchy as a aren. gern possessing the
capability to further destroy mankind.
thas been just a little over four months
since the Rodney King trial verdict and
quite honestly theonly thing Iseeis people
turning back to the status

quo:

“Hey, I’m not prejudiced,
I’ve got mi— friends.”
“We
had a Filipino editor at one time.”
And even more depressing, the ethnic
studies department shows no influx of
crowded classrooms.
Just think, soon after the year 2000 the
majority of the American population will
be the minority. Is our society ready for
that? Are
you ready for that?
Apluralisticsociety
begins with us. We
can educate ourselves on American History — Irish, African, Laotian, Chicano
(which is not even in the spell checker),
Lithuanian, Jewish and any other immigrant experience. After all, aren’t we
Americans? And isn’t that our country’s
history?
We can learn the advantages of being
“white.” A few advantages are going
anywhere to get a haircut; if you n
legal or medical help your race won’t
work against = you're assured that
you can buy dolls, toys, postcards and
ctures of people of your own race; and
avorable assurance of credit loans.
There is a waterfall of knowledge that

can

be

learned

if

people really cared

about multi-cultural

education and race
relations. It’s unfortunate that
people
—_ fixa : on a
rip-dry solution.

Dosolthawetwake
another revolution to
Ce
our generation
go-

ing to siton its hands
and play Nintendo,
instead of taking the
initiative? It’s time
for everyone to stop
talking and start doing.
The university —

the administration,
Associated Students,
campus clubs and
we, the students —
must develop a curriculum that includes an ethnic
studies course requirement to better
understand one another.
An ethnic studies
requirement, either
upper or lower division, would beessential inraising
the consciousness of issues that minorities face
today and focus on the significance of
communicating and understanding one
another.
The essence of true justice is fairness.
Our society runs like a 400-meter race on

a track where participants start off sideby-side. The runners starting off on the
inside have a greater chance to succeed
and the ones on the outside are exactly
that. Not e
e deserves their starting point in life. Imagine if everyone
started off on the inside lane?

If you think that HSU isa fair representation of our society, it’s not; only 10
t of the student populous is of an
ethnic minority. However, with the
proper education our potential is enor-

mous.

We can do something. It is our social

responsibility to secure a harmonious
future. There is no room for passivity.

Recio is a Lumberjack staff writer and
president of HSU’s Asian Student Union.

Creating a criminal: is it really society’s fault?
died in Florida’s electric chair.

By Jeanette Good

I f I had a dime for every time I’ve heard an HSU

student blame criminal behavior on bad parenting,
lack of educational and financial opportunities or
society in general, this semester's fee hike wouldn’tfaze
me.

Perhaps that’s an exaggeration, but I would be able to

sport the change for a bottle of Pepto-Bismol to ease the
burning sensation I get in my stomach when this theory
is inflicted on me.

I get the impression that the students who believe this
theory have choked on the blood from their bleeding
hearts one time too many. Seer: their sense of
reality has been negatively af ected.
“If people have good parents and an education, they
—
a
crimes,” is hed equivalent to Stimpy’s
.
, joy joy.” Yes. It is the unmistakable

Go
I ee
te ae -o

mating
call
o
f
the
idealistic
liberal
I won't dispute the fact that people

who come from
dysfunctional families or destitute neighborhoods are
more likely to commit crimes than those who come from
“comfortable”
or “privileged”
environments. However,
the notion that people with loving, attentive parents and
numerous
ties will not behave in a criminal
manner is absurd.
For instance, serial killer Ted Bundy, convicted of
murdering eight women, came from a devout Methodist family, made ry
hr throughout high school,
went to law school,
ed his own case in court, and
CUA ADL)

larroripresint

i9Y

Bad parents?
Lack of opportunities?
Probably not.

A eon

ence of his own

decisions and actions?
Bingo!

Although the Bundy case

may be a little on the extreme
side, it illustrates a good point.
Giving somebody a stable
background and a good education won’t prevent that person from making their own
decisions, for better or worse.
Ihave seen this firsthand, as
I’m sure many others have. I
went to high school in an
undisputedly sheltered, upper-middle class community.
“Sterilized Suburbia” would
describe it well. My friends were born of reasonable,
non-abusive parents, had enough
money to keep up
with the latest punk-rock trends, (Doc
Martens and
ah
eo can get pretty costly) and had access to a
good
education.
About three pons 7 some of those friends almost
beat a man to death.
They left him, unconscious, in the
bushes in front of the hospital because they were too
scared to take him in. Rumors say he died, but nobody
iuilliw o19w 2@tog seen) svotied of noeKat [sit

knows for sure.

One of those friends doesn’t beat people up anymore;
he just shoots up heroin. His father is a minister. Go
figure.
Some people would look at my
friend and say, “His poor parents.
That boy got mixed up with the
wrong crowd.”

Or maybe they would blame his
actions on punk rock, which Tipper Gore would like us to believe is
the root
of at least half of the evil in
this world. (In case you’re won-

dering, I think Christian rock is
nsible for the other half).
‘tpeopleever think toblame
the individual who commits the
crime? Or is that why the insanity
plea was invented?
If ever there was a scapegoat,
society is it. But think about it. It’s
easy to blame crime on society because when you do,
nobody expects you to fix it.
However, when we look at ourselves as the problem
... Well, that’s different. Of course,
we e

to have the

right to do whatever our heart’s desire,
but God forbid
bn be held personally responsible if we do the wrong
thing.
Good is The Lumberjack’s community editor.

OPINION
No more glittering
for the Golden State
slayer after layer of glitter is peeled from the finances
of the Golden State, what remains is an ugly pile of
social rubble. A sluggish national economy, abrupt
changes in two cornerstone industries and a lack of commitment to education funding threaten to destroy the last vestiges of California’s socio-economic appeal.
The federal
peace dividend — the envisioned post-Cold
War transfer of Pentagon funds to domestic spending — has
done nothing for Southern California but send its defenserelated and aerospace industries into a tailspin. At the same
time, Northern
California’s economic base is shrinking as
tracts of timberland are removed from production for
spotted owl protection and
other environmental concerns.
Well-intentioned ideolo-

Editor’s
Notes

gies pushing and
pulling
these issues do nothing to

soften the blow to the state
when people are laid off, reducing tax revenues and increasing the load on social proSs.
Anyone who thought quick change could come on the
environmental and defense-spending fronts without a heavy
price is getting a bitter reality check in the form of the first
state-issued IOUs since the Great Depression, the worst
unemployment in nearly a decade (9.8 percent) and a disastrous state budget.
Combined problems

All of these problems combine to form a snowball effect
that many experts think will be worse next year. One outgo‘ing Democratic legislator has said the state deficit could swell
to $7 billion by spring.
In previous years, the state has had a reserve to fall back on
as last year. Butby the
cies —$1 billion as recently
inem
end of the year California was $4 billion in the hole.

The deficit forced Sacramento to slash funding to cities,

counties, special districts and redevelopment agencies by a
total of $1.3 billion. Northern California county services may

suffer the most, as budget cuts come on top of reduced
timber-tax revenues. This means reduction in levels of service in health care, welfare, the courts, jails and sheriff's

departments.
of increasing deficits, Wilson’s behest of
With the prospect
a balanced budget without tax increases was the single
intelligent move in the whole fiasco. Families that see one of
two wage-earners laid off or workers who have their salaries

or hours cut cannot pay more taxes.

But cuts in education, largely at Wilson’ sinsistence, strangle

the state’s financial future. California’s public schools now

join the ranks of states Californians used to scoff at, falling to

40th in thenation in per-student spending on kindergarten to
12th grades.
The worst of the worst is the budget for higher education,
including the 8.8 percent funding cut to the CSU.
A bare-bones CSU system will deteriorate into an education factory, spitting out fewer and fewer students who will
be less and less educated. California will suffer in economic
and social diversity, and the snowball will only get bigger.
The reality of what many feared would happen has only
been delayed as the 40 percent fee increase postpones the
in of serious academic cuts. Grave predictions abound
about the long-term future of the CSU if the state does not
renew its commitment to higher education.
Many students, especially those on the financial edge, just

don’t have the extra $372. Some may not be at HSU in the
spring, and many more face bleak’prospects for next year; an
involuntary end will come to many educations, both for
existing and prospective students, unless some as-yet unknown method of financing the CSU develops.

Munitz has suggested corporate financing might help, but

a commitment from the state is paramount.

Without this commitment thousands of potential teachers,
engineers and agricultural specialists will join the swelling
ranks of California’s unemployed. No education, no job, no
future.

Britt is The Lumberjack’s editor in chief.
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By now

many

of

you have heard of
Pacific Lumber Com-

pany (PALCO) and
the infamous “Headwaters Forest.” At
3,000 acres, Headwa-
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tersisthe world’slarg-

est unprotected oldgrowth stand.

Headwaters and
several smaller significant groves, in-

cluding the second-

largest unprotected

stand, Owl Creek, are

the subject of several
acquisition efforts to
save them from being
cut.

The most promisingof theseis the Stark
Bill in Congress,

which would turnapproximately 25,000
acres of PALCO land
into part of Six Rivers
National
Forest.
PALCO property within this area supports the
third-largest population of marbled murrelets
(Brachyramphus marmoratus) in California, numer-

ous spotted owls (Strix occidentalis) and a host of
ies, including water-quality
other sensitive
indicators like the tailed frog (Ascaphus truei).
This proposed acquisition would likely give
Headwaters Forest, Owl Creek and other biologically significant old-growth stands in the area
nent protection as the world’s first Redwood Wilderness!

Unfortunately, PALCO has not been waiting to
see what happens to this grove or what the nesting
irements are for the marbled murrelet, an
old-growth-dependent sea bird recently listed as
endangered in California.
During the summer solstice weekend in late
June, PALCO committed its greatest crime by

decimating ancient forest ecosystems in clear defiance of the law. PALCO logged 20 acres of virgin
forests in the heart of the 485-acre Owl Creek
Grove!

The Solstice Massacre was secretly started on a
weekend with 12-hour
days — illegally liqui-

no prosecution effort is going forward. PALCO
was allowed to remove the felled trees.
"We view these logging violations as a
very serious matter. We respectfully request your

office to investigate and, if warranted, bring pros-

ecution to the fullest extent of the law, including
jail sentences as provided in the California Forest
Practices Act.”
The letter goes on criticizing MAXXAM, the
company that took over PALCO, which is being
sued by the U.S. Labor Department and others. It
closes with this: “It is a tragedy to have these

ancient redwoods cut illegally at a time when the

process is moving forward to acquire them for

future generations.”
CDF, the agency responsible for enforcement,

has refused to do its job and press charges for

“taking of an endangered species.”
Any day now the California Department of Fish
and Game may issue an incidental take permit for
marbled murrelets in Owl Creek. The idea would
be to allow experimental logging in endangered
species habitat! The CDFG has been under intense
pressure to mitigate for
the “taking of private
property.”
Unfortunately, the issues are that: 1) this
should become public
property; and 2) there
are less than 2,000 of
these birds in California.
If this decision goes
through as planned, an
awful lot of endangered
species habitat, potential red wood wilderness
and trees more than
1,000 years old could be
laid flat!

dating protected habi-

tat for the murrelets.
More than 2 million
board-feet of oldgrowth redwood, endangered species habitat were
illegally
logged in less than four

days, before the threat
of a “stop work order”

from the California Dertment of Forestry

ended the massacre.
A dozen U.S. Congress members expressed outrage over
this flagrant violation

of the Endangered

MARBLED
MURRELET

Species Act in a letter to the

director of the California Board of Forestry, demanding criminal charges against PALCO.

The letter states: “The logging violated conditions imposed by the state department of forestry

which in turn were mandated by the California

Superior Court ... What has been very disturbing
is the reaction of the State of California to the
various violations.
“According to our information there is substantial reason to believe these acts were willful. Yet

This is one of those

situations where a group of committed people
doing direct action could make all the difference.

Help save the last “Redwood Wilderness!” People

are needed for all types of action including support (non-arrest situations)!
To get involved in direct action call Randy at

839-5847.

Dan Close is a senior natural resources special

major and co-founder of Humboldt Rainforest Action
International (R.A.I.N.).

FOR SALE
NIKE
SHARK
LOW-TOP
CLEATS: Men's size 10 1/2, brand

new, $20.

Bob, Campus: 5346,

Home: 822-8284.

TECHNICS TURNTABLE, $25.
Turbo XT: 640 K on board, + | meg
on expansion board, multi I/O
board, 2 floppy drives, Hercules
monographics. Callbetween 6-10
weekdays or all day weekends.
NEED FURNITURE? Great 7 ft
sofa and matching easy chair for
sale. Only $300. Call 826-0301
FOR SALE: 1991
Mtn. Bike. Deore
Scott AT-4 pro
awesome paint job.

GT Karakoram
DX/LX group,
handle bar,
$500 call 826-

1265.

FOR RENT
ROOM FOR RENT IN ARCATA:
Clean, quiet, own bathroom,

THRILLS

garage, storage, $225 plus 1/3
utilities. $200 deposit, first and
last month rent due upon moving
in. Call 826-9655.

FREEFALL BUNGEE!
826-2001 or 822-0788

SERVICES
“DISC

JOCKEYS”

CYCLISTS: Bicycle riding/racing
at Redwood Acres Raceway on
paved 3/8 mile oval track EVERY
THURS. NIGHT 6-8 p.m. FREE.
Helmets required. Call Larry 4431648 days/839-0426 eves. oo

Martin

Traverse-Power Drive Sound
Company. Over 10,000
titles, from
the 40’s to the 90’s. Compact
discs, lighting. Serving all of
California and Oregon. Call 4449/30
8566, mess. or eve.

LI ERICKSON! jag skulle vilja
trqaffa diger for all lara mig tala
svenska. Kan vi traffas en timme
en gang iv eckan? Jag bjuderpa
lunch medan ve pratar. Call Lisa
826-1916.

HENDERSON STREET WORD
PROCESSING! For all yourtyping
needs, call 443-6128 and ask for
Mearl

OPPORTUNITIES
ANYONE

BARTER?

INTERESTED

I'm

AUTOMOTIVES

PERSONALS

FALL JOB OPPORTUNITY:
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE
We're MarketSource Corp., a
leading national target marketing
company. We seek a grad or
undergrad
student to merchandise
and execute promotions on
campus
for
Fortune
500
© companies. Must be outgoing,
goal-oriented, self-motivated and
able to worrk a minimum of 15
hours/week.
We offer an
outstanding salary plus incentive
compensation package with

IN

looking

for

gardeners, plumbers, cleaners,
anyone with any skills. Call Lisa
826-1916.

MUSIC, FOOD, A SWEAT,
SPEAKERS,
AND MORE. 100th
Monkey benefit, September 13,
473 Quarry Road, Trinidad. Bring
instruments, eating utensils, but
notthe dog! For more information
call Jim Smith, 822-0842. A YeeHaw production.
oo

average earnings from $12-$15/

hour. For consideration please
call Marsha Carney at (800) 8888108.

‘73

new

MG

MIDGET,

paint,

runs

excellent,

convertable

top

included, new carpet, $1500.00,
839-4741
Bill or 839-2084

message.

‘71 VW SUPER BEETLE; very
good
mechanical condition;
$1000, call 822-1755.

CLUBS

&

ORGANIZATIONS
THIS CLASSIFIED AD SECTION
could work for your club or
organization! Call 826-3259 for
information.
HEALING GLOBAL WOUNDS;
Ind
s Forum & Ceremony
October 2-12, 1992 in Las Vegas
& Nevada Test Site. All nuclear
testing done on indigenous
people's jands; over 900 bombs
ex
on Western Shoshone
land, the most bombed nation in
the world. Join local citizens
at this
event. We meet Tuesdays, 7p.m.,
Siemens Hall 128 or call the 100th
Monkey @ 826-3454.
wes
GREEKS & CLUBS:

RAISE A

COOL $1000 in just one week!

Plus $1000 for the member who
calls! No obligation. No cost. You
also get a free headphone radio
2 for calling. 1-800-932-0528,
xt. 65.

Socially

Conscious

Spiritually Alive

If you like coffee, you'll
love Janie’s wide

selection of gourmet and
organic coffees.

The

Arcata United Methodist Church
1761 11th St.

;

Serving

Arcata

We roast it
ourselves.

Christ and the Community
for 140 years

1O°o

211 F Street
Join us for:
OVE Cercum STEP omar rea Y and soctalevents
Great

Wors a)
music-voice and handbell

mI

Worship

9:40

se

choirs

EI

Clam Beach
-......-Criterium
(t's really a Circuit Race course, not a Crit)
Sunday, September 20th, 1992 - 9 am
Pe

"

i dak

RK

rae

SN

Sunday
school

ews
a

<i

Championships

Service

Pest

¢ Eureka ¢ 444-3969

=a

|

ROR

College
Group

Discount

Directoré Sportifié Presents The 22nd Annual

Contemporary

Music

HSU

Sunday

Call

6p

822

Ask about
our

nae

are

|

Rob Dudiey
crosess the
Pnteh line af the
Annual Clem
Beach Criterium. He won the ress on @
c.stom freme bwilt by Ray Gouer,
the
winner
of the first recs in 1971. Dudley
end
« pack of riders refused
to let the
ettacking Jim Allen end Mike Pigg pull

away during the final thras laps of the

7

Si -eile rece. Pigg end Allen Pritsheda
50 mile road race in a tle for first with
@ tme of 2 hours, 30 minutes.

Belo

us card!

Back to School on

Nien

SHOP

912 Tenth Street

9

Arcata
826-1251

$1

off

haircuts
(with valid HSU 1.0.) _

BRGRTRADIOR®

Opens 1 how before event. Closes 15 minutes
to start. Pre reg before September 11th
and ave $5.60, Becey Permen tash of tue pumwer ot oh eparie chpe

CATEGOREES,

Expert, Open, Beginners, Veto 35-44, Masters 45+, Juniors 15-16, 17-18, 14 & under

COURS,

Clam Bench State Park frontage road. 3.1 mils cireut.

Diiramora:

10 laps ~ 33 miles for Expert, Open, Juniors 17-18.
*
7 laps © all other Cats Official ean combine Cats. and changes distances

Wildwood

dua to ssfaty and pesticipetion.

Music
aw@ams;
a
EMIRY FEE:
BMPORMATION

Perpenal Trophy to overall winner. let, 2nd and Srd Awards in oll Cats

Award to the youngest and olden firishar.

$10.00 pays for

Mone says: ‘W/ear
Your Halmet/*

)

Rebeshmants
and Inawensa,

Cal the Directoré evenings: (707) 899-0426

Pressed go toward ihe sentinuing esmpert of the Tem Resa Family ene’ BADD

in Tues-Wed
12-6 © Thurs, Fri, Sat 8-4 © Closed Sun & Mon

“RSVP™ escoos
AAU

FEMUL

oie

+

Ignorance can
be very
expensive.
Read
The
Lumberjack.
We WAS IM

YU COLORS

Wednesday,

* Soccer vs. The Master's

College, 2 p.m. on Lower Playfield.
Run, Sk and 10kOk at

3:30 p.m., 464-8472

Education

tion.
© Football vs
Western Montana, 7

parts three and
Abuse in America,
series will air
four of documentary
on KHSU at 5:00 and 5:30 p.m.

for more informa-

sm. Lin Redwood |

ning backpacking with Center
Activities, three
redwoods, 826-3357
information.

in the
for more

13

Sund

¢ Cross Country,

© Little Secrets: Child Sexual

£t ° Cotera
Benefit

for KHSU music

hors d’ceuvres,
library, music,

Humboldt Invitational, men’s and _ desserts, 2-4:30 p.m. at Fieldbrook
for more
Winery,
women’s in McKinleyville.

Music
¢ Small Fish, 9:30 p.m. at Bella
Vista Inn, $3, 839-3395 for more
information.

¢ “The Hiding Place,” film
about Nazi concentration camps,

more information.

Thursday 10
Education

e Deadlines
for: a

lication for

check),
fall 92 ene
Add/Drep
en ajo it by
der
course, aaieni
educational leave
for
aan

for fail semester, withdrawal from
for

HSU without a recorded grade.

Et Cetera
¢ The
Learning Centre, a
bike w
co-op, will meet at
‘5:30 p.m. in Founders Hall
ardor FH 166 if it rains,

826-4801 for more information.
¢ Ecuadorian rainforest
slideshow and Joanne Rand

concert, 8 p.m. in Kate Buchanan
Room, $5-10 donation, 826-7757 or

826-7130 for more information.

Van
Duzer
Theater,
$15
students/

Acres
Fair-

gate, $14 advance, 923-3368 for

Friday 11

more information.

e Women’s Volleyball at
Western Invitational (UC Davis).

¢ Women’s Volleyball at

PHOTOS

BY MEG LAWS

e Food
Redwood

e Blues Festival, 2 p.m. at

THE LUMBERJACK.

for more information.

Fair ’92,

dance,
=

Benbow Lake State Park, $18 at

volunteers,
, 826-3342

Currents section, 822-

Contra

at Arcata
Veterans
Hall, $4.

6:30 p.m. inNHW

P.m., see preview in
7206 for more informa-

8:30 p.m.

Nutritionin

ere

Natural Health Education in
Eureka, 445-2290 for more
information.

e Pastels on the Plaza,

original drawings on the
sidewalk starting at 1

tion.

umboldt
Folklife
Society,

ney.

5:30-8 p.m. at East West Center for

$20
®

Education
¢ Health and

e Natural Foods Cooking Class,

Et Cetera

seniors,

general.

Dancenter, $45 for
Old
for more
826-2330
10 weeks,
information.

Buck House 97 (CCAT), 826-3342
for more information.

Music
e Branford Marsalis, 7 and 9:30

© Tai Chi Chuan classes start,

~~e° Community Development
and hens in Jamaica,a
presentationby returning Peace
volunteers, 4:30 p.m. in

saturday 12
p.m. in

14

Education

free.

Joanne Rand concert, 8 p.m. in

Kate Buchanan Room, $5-10
donation, 826-7757 or 826-7130 for

Monday

Tuesday 15

Et Cetera
8:30 p.m. in Goodwin Forum,

3

Sereha,
i433123 for more
information.
e Peacemaking and Empowerment, presentation from two

poops. 3 journey to the Middle
st dancing, singing, slide
shows, see preview in Currents
p.m. in Kate
on,
secti7:30
Buchanan

Room, $5.

LUMBERJACK PHOTO OF DUANE FLATMO’S ART

information.

e Sierra Club family outing
along the Coastal Trail, 4-mile hike
Prairie Creek Redwoods
oo ark, 839-2931 for more
rmation.

GET THE
WORD :

OUT

To publicize an event in
the Calendar, call us

before 5 p.m. Friday.
826-3271

Friday...

91.50
p
i
1.50 pints
P.M. to 12:3

HAPPY HOUR
5-8p.m.

Oa.m,

ive Music

$1.75 pints | 9-12:30
Sept. 10m Denny “Fastingers., Chet
et 17 We Bes N ER IE wit & our

no cover Ff

THURSDAY:

60° rock

\

Sept.

llth

—
saruepay.

Taylor

Music

& roll and originals

Maze

- int

&-

rvinmet ins local band

to the

856 10th Street « Arcata
ee

slid

Come « Relax e Enjoy

=

High driving blues will set you up for this Saturday night.

a

Sunday

We serve wine & champagne fool

. Se eS Retyseesme

Ph

saturday
$1.76 pine
oon-2p.m

one

& trancending jazz music

Dave Trabue & The Roundup Band +

} 1p.m.

ok

826-BREW
ee

~~.

~

LIVE FOLK MUSIC © TRADITIONAL
SAUNA CABINS © INTERNATIONAL
MAGS, NEWSPAPERS ° FROG POND

ta)
COFFEEHOUSE
e
e
e
e

CAPPUCINO
PASTRIES
FIREPLACE
JUICE BAR
DO

Te

OPEN EVERY DAY
cy
INCLUDING HoUDAYS = AYP TUBS
mTTITt iil

| | Le

SUNDAY - THURSDAY: NOON TO 1 1PM
FRIDAY & SATURDAY: NOON TO | AM
— Gift Certificates Available—

|

CORNER 5TH & J STREETS, ARCATA © CALL 822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS

